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PREFACE 
In the stuqy of the mass media, one is concerned primarily with 
t he relationship between communicator and cornmunicatee : that is, with 
the writer, radio or television commentator, and with the great mass of 
i 
people who continually expose themselves to these impersonal channels 
of conm1unication. However, it is disputed whether the idea of a two-
way conmmnications process is reconcilable with the concept of "mass", 
for who can be said to represent public opinion in a mass? Perhaps it 
is, after all, simply a vast anonymity. 
With regard to the arts, there is s?me reason to believe that the 
critics act as leaders of public opinion. This may be denied by both 
the critics and the public, but it is a fact that in the last half 
century the numbers of critics have increased considerably, so has the 
amount of critical material published each year. It seems desirable, 
then, to investigate this theor,y, to evaluate the role of the critic 
in the mass media; his influence, if any; and to determine how such a 
man becomes sufficiently e~ert in his craft to qualif,y as a spokesman 
or middleman for the public. 
As a Fulbright scholar conducting research in a strange country, 
I am indebted to the advice and assistance of innumerable colleagues 
and friends, particularly to Dr. Robert Albert for his most valuable 
guidance; to the School of Public Relations and Communications at 
Boston University for financial sponsorship; and, of course, to the 
many critics, both in America and England, whose prompt interest and 
encouragement made the entire project possible. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A critic, Van O'Connor (59: Pp 174-175), has made this comment: 
"Probably it is true ••• that no body of criticism in the histo~ of 
English and American literature is comparable in bulk, variety and 
intensity to the criticism produced in our half-century." 
A select bibliography of modern criticism published between 1920 
and 1948 was compiled several years ago by Stallman (71: P. 519). He 
introduces his bibliography by saying: 
"This bibliography of modern criticism, 
selected from a comprehensive compilation of 
annotated checklists on poets and critics, 
brings together significant writings, British 
and American, appearing since 1920 in the 
fields of scholarship and the criticism of 
criticism, poet~, fiction, aesthetics and 
art (painting and music), together with certain 
relevant works on psychology, religion and history. 
It includes symposia, critical parodies, anthologies, 
and bibliographies. It also includes works in 
t ransl ati on ••• " 
The total number of books, articles and reviews in this select 
bibliography approximates to two thousand. Almost an equal number of 
volumes and articles should be added to this amount from the 
companion volume with its bibliography of criticism of modernfiction 
(1). This is not all. With the advent of new fields of art; films, 
radio and television, additional books and articles charting the 
progress of these new entertainment media have been rel eased in 
printed form. 
2 
To return for a moment to literary criticism. 'Literary Market 
Place' (44) lists 270 American newspapers which carry books reviews, 
together with 297 magazines and 35 specialized literary reviews. In 
addition, there are 120 radio programmes and 35 television programmes 
in this country which deal wholly or in part with books and authors. 
This tremendous output of critical materiel has followed the 
rapid growth of the mass media themselves. From England, Manvell 
(49: P. 131) writes: 
"The position has changed considerally since 
the days when Keats was bitterly wounded by 
the mocke ry of the refe renee s to him in 'Black-
wood's Edinburgh Magazine.' The British public 
is faced nowadays with services of information 
and entertainment which drown it with so many 
opportunities for recreation that many people 
take t9 bridge or drink in order to avoid the 
responsibilities of keeping mentally and · 
emotiorlally mature. Between three and four 
thousarld novels are published each year, about 
one h~dred plays (old and new) are produced 
annualllf in London, about two hundred and fifty 
new fil~s a year are shown to the critics, while 
I 
, Britis~ radio and television offer the public 
four p~rallel programmes each evening." 
I 
I 
The quantity :or material produced by the mass media each year in 
I 
the United States ~s certainly comparable to this, and, in the case 
I 
i 
of radio and tele~sion, it is very much larger. Klapper (33) remarks 
that regularly licbnsed AM American broadcasting stations, taken as a 
I 
whole, can be estifated to air over 36,000 different programmes a day. 
I 
The curious p'ara.dox to this situation is that in America., as we 
I 
I 
will note later, there is probably less attention paid to the critics 
I 
3 
i by the general publ:ic than in maey of . the European countries. This 
' ! 
generalization is supported to some extent by the findings of Mr. George 
I 
Gallup (46). Vr. Gallup, who has been conducting a two-year survey ot 
i 
1 
the reading habits iof the American public, draws several interesting 
I conclusions. Fewerl people buy and read books in the United States than 
in any other moderi democracy; the-.· typical Englishman reads nearly three 
times as many booksl as the typical American citizen; . whereas, in the 
entire country, the[ e are about 1, 450 bookshops carrying a fairly 




capita as Deumark, r here would be 23,000. 
Lest Americans! should take comfort in the thought of their public 
I 
I . 
library system, the: 7,500 public libraries in the United States would 
I 
I
ll have to be 77,000 ir they were to be as adequately supplied per capita 
as Sweden. Of a questionnaire sent to the alumni of a cle.ss which 
I I passed out ot a Mid!dle-Western university twenty-five years ago, Mr. 
Gallup reported tha~ more than halt of those replying admitted that they 
I 
had not read any bo[ok in recent months. The reason is obvious, con-
eludes Mr. Gallup. The wage earner who can afford a radio, a television 
set, and an automobile turns to less intellectually stren,uoue forms of 
entertainment th~ r ooks. Yet it is in the realm of bonks, that the 
serious critic operates. 
It seems stranbe that, in spite of Gallup Poll~, Professor Peyre of 
1 Yale can write (60, P• 3): 
"There will always be critics, there will 








The public seems to have become in 
the field of arts and letters all the 
more obedient, as it has won wider 
rights in political and social life. 
Its obliging alacrity to follow its 
favorite lecturers or commentators is 
as admirable in its meekness as it is 
disconcerting ••• We are not ·content 
with asking the critic to sift out a 
few good books among a production Which 
we find overwhelming, we want him to 
elucidate for us works which we find 
difficult, to tell us what we should 
think of them, and what we should in 
turn repeat to our neighbour at the 
dinner table, to our partner in the 
ballroom or the golfcourse." 
4 
If the critics are as powerful as Peyre suggests, then the purpose 
of this thesis, tJl evalua.te the influence a.nd nature of critics working 
in the mass media, seems unnecessary. Ho~ver, remembering the 
results of the Gal up Poll, one should add that there are critics and 
critics• or rath•1· critics and reviewers. Certa,inly it is true that 
the mass media have been largely responsible for the enhanced prestige 
of reviewers. The serious critics, such as Menoken (51), have frowned 
on them, many suchi as Bateson (6) and Foerster (25) have advocated a 
I 
closer union betwar n the scholarly critic and the reviewer through an 
exchange of ideas which would teach the critic to be less erudite and 
! 
the reviewer to bel more cautious and less impressionistic in his 
comments. I 
I The development of the mass media, however, has added still further 
subdivisions tot~ now general classification of 'critic'• There are 
the reviewers larger newpapers in New York, many of whom 
approximate to the irole of the serious critic. There are also the 
small town reviewens# and in addition, the oommeDtators, who present 
6 
- I . 
their type of criticism as incidental notes.l It is ironical that the~e 
scraps of gossip c{- sometimes be more appealing to the public than the 
most elaborate essay of a distinguished critic. 
In this thesi~ , tho reviewer will be the principal •critic" under 
observation, since his position is essentially dependent on the 
particular mass a~iumwhich he serves. A closer distinction between 
the critic and revi
1
ewer should be made. At a forum on the subject 
I 




"We\ might say that the critic is usually 
a Erofessor at a college or university or 
a contributor to a learned journal, a 
scholarly quarterly or occasionally to 
more popular review media. He writes his 
criticism in comparative lei~e. about 
bobks that are assigned him or which he ~~t ~~~~~:l~~~~::tt~;ys~~~y:pp~~~r!;i:i!0 
is lapt to make detailed analysis of literary 
techniques and to try to evaluate books in 
a framework of world literature according to 
certain standards which he spends much of his 
11fe debating. Such critics perform an 
important tunctj.on; they often champion · 
patticular sides in literary battles and they 
o~en shed mueh .light on contemporary culture. 





"But a reviewer, at least a daily news• 
paper reviewer, has a different task. 
Deluged with floods of books, all of them 
masterpieces according to their jackets, 
he must select a few for notice and decide 
what he is going to do about them ••• His 
primary duty is to the readers of his 
column. He must serve as a guide among 
the bewildering profusion of new titles; 
he must act as a seive sorting out chaff 
from grain". 
6 
Another reviewer, Gannett, adds (20: Pp. 119-120): 
"'We of the daily columns write primarily for 
those who read books to orient them, to make them 
more alive in the world today. We have little to 
do with those who read Horace or Aeschylus with 
their feet on the fender. We are, by definition, 
daily critics, not judges for the centuries. 
We are amateur encyclopedists, part critics, 
part reporters, and part that ambiguous species, 
columnists. The wider our range of interests, 
the better fitted we are for our jobs". 
In spite of Mj ncken's comment that any undergraduate can become a 
reviewer (51), Krutch, a reviewer and critic, has stated that the 
conscientious revi f war has a more difficult task to perform than the 
critic (20). He notes especially the speed at which the reviewer must 
work, yet still prl vide an intelligent judgment, and also the necessity 
of familiarizing t t e audience with all the details of a new work. The 
. I 
responsibilities of reviewers should not be underated. Frank Swinnerton 
writes (74: P. 41): "the reviewer, besides having responsibility to the 
author, stands he.+ as representative of the public. He is prospecting, 
not on behalf of p~sterity, but on behalf of the readers of his paper". 
This primary conce~ of the reviewer for his public is also endorsed by 
7 
Gilman and Thompson (75). 
The title of this thesis is "The Critic in the Mass Media". The 
distinction betwe, n critics and reviewers has already been made~ and it 
remains only to add a note on the mass media themselves. There are many 
derini tiona of t~ term "mass media", Some wri tars, including Gilbert 
Highet, whose let~er is mentioned in Chapter II, emphasize the numerical 
connotations of t~e work "mass•, and include under mass media only those 
media of communicJtion which reach a large proportion of the population -
radio, motion picJures~ newspapers and general magazines. Media which 
reach all or most lor a special group are regarded by these writers as 
I 
specialized mass media. Books, which reach a smaller proportion of the 
I population, are e j cluded by such writers from the field of mass media, 
as are face-to-fade discourse~ and the legitimate theatre. 
In this thes J s, however, we will borrow the definition established I . 
i 
by Klapper {33), ~nd use the term "mass media" to connote all media of 
communication in 1nioh a mechanism of impersonal reproduction intervenes 
between communicator and communicates. By this criterion~ radio, movies, 
books and any othJ r media of impersonal communication would be classified 
as "mass media", ~ile personal address and the drama would be 6•cluded, 
Howe~r, it shoul~ be remembered that radio, the screen, and the journalis-
tic press share ce( tain characteri sties. w~ich. are not ~rue of books: 
namely, the size J f the audience, the l1m1tat1on of exposure, and the 
techniques of mas 
1 
production which are part of their nature. 
8 
Of the a included: books, newspapers, magazines, radio, 
pictures, the critic works principally in the first 
three. t should be remembered that earlier, 120 radio 
programmes and 3 I television programn1es were quoted as dealing wholly 
or in part with terary topics alone . The possibilities of using 
radio and as critical media are not yet exhausted. With 
regard to ures, practically no attempt has been made to 
utilize as a vehicle for critical comments. Nevertheless, 
several short dealing with the comparative styles of painters, 
Renoir, Seurat, Picasso, have been released both in England and 
Italy. of biographical criticism, the motion picture 
industry has several times to relate the works of a Byron 
or aT c to the period and circumstances in which he 
lived, and documentary form. 
It should be noted that little or no personal commentary will be 
made in this thes , s. Our purpose is to report the remarks of past and 
present critics they relate to the principal enquiries of this work, 
of public taste , the problem of selecting present-day critics and 
and articles published by the critics, or from a 
questionnaire th received.2 These questionnaires were circulated to 
over eighty cri s and reviewers, both in New York and also in San 
See App 
9 
Francisco. Chicag and Boston.3 
mass media will b incomplete. In order to arrive at a fair estimate 
of the role of the critic today. it is necessary to supplement this 
report with a secdnd paper which will evaluate the attitude of the public 
towards the critiJI. This might be achieved through the use of enextensive 
questionnaire or y personal interviews conducted throughout a mixed 
section of the po ulation. but until such an investigation is made. any 
conclusions we re t ch will be relevant only from the point of view of the 
practicing critic 
3 See c. . 
CHAPTER I 
THE NATURE OF CRITICISM 
•criticism" j' a word derived ultimately from a Greek verb meaning 
"to separate". T e critic separates the different elements of work 
art and judges th m by a definite set of values. The process is 
described by Wils n Knight(34: P• 1): " 
"Criticism to me suggests a certain 
process of deliberately objectifying the 
work under consideration; the comparison 
of it with other similar works in order 
especially to show in what respects it 
surpasses, or falls short of, these 
works; the dividing its rgood' from its 
'bad'; and, finally, a formal judgment 
as to its lasting validity". 
of 
Prior to thi j formal act of judgment, criticism consists of evaluation, 
that is, "to realize as sensitively and completely as possible this or 
that which claims ! .. attention". (Leavis 40: p.31) La Driere (36: P• 509) 
notes how critica judgment, however, is not just the direct and 
spontaneous evalu tion in which all communication ~th art naturally 
culminates. It i i a ope ration which involves evaluating the material in 
the light of eve hing that is known about it. Criticism thus involves 
"a greater cogni t ve curiosity and more relevant knowledge, and its work 
is to bring other knowledge methodically to bear upon judgment." 
The relationi hip between criticism and the dissemination of knowledge 
and ideas was exp essad by Mathew Arnold, when he wrote (2: p.622): 
"Judgment is often spoken of as the critic's 
one business, and so in .: one sense it is, but 
the judgment which almost insensibly forms 
itself in a fair and clear mind, along 
with fresh knowledge, is the valuable one; 
and thus knowledge, and ever fresh knowledge, 
must be the critic's great concern for him-
self; and it is by communicating fresh 
knowledge, and letting his own judgment pass 
along with it, - but insensibly, and in the 
second place, not the first, as a sort of 
companion and clue, not as ~n abstract 
lawgiver, - that he will generally do most 
good to his readers". 
11 
This belief that the judgments handed down by critics should not be 
t~eated as final J s emphasized also by Vivas (78: P• 201): "The assertion 
of the possibili~ of objectivity of aesthetic judgment does not mean 
that such judgmen~s are absolutely correct but merely that they are 
corrigible". "Bo1" Mencken (51) and Krutch (35) point out that there are 
no ~bsolutes in tHe field of criticism, and that any attempt to assign 
an absolute value to artauanot be successful. It is this qualifying 
feature of critic·sm, say Menoken, that makes it an art rather than a 
science. 
T. s. Eliot 1 21: P• 13) has contributed several strong ideas on the 
nature of criticijm. He defines criticism as "the cammsntation and 
exposition of wor1s of art by means of written wordsU. "Criticism," 
he writes, "must always profess and end in view, which roughly speaking, 
appears to be the elucidation of works of art and the correction of taste". 
This view is also maintained by Vivas (78). Spingarn (69: P• 291) defines 
criticism as bein essentially an expression of taste: 
"that faculty of imaginative sympathy 
by which the reader or spectator is 
able to relive the vision created by 
he artist. This is the soil without 
hich it cannot flourish, but it attains 
'ts end and becomes criticism in the highest 
!order only when taste is guided by knowledge 
land rise s to the laval of thought, for than, 
12 
E
d only the~, does the critic give us some-
ing that the artist cannot give". 
This conception of the critic as an artist in his own right is 
discussed by ssve:tl critics, in spits of the assertion of artists from 
Zeuxis to Wordsworf h• that criticism comes easier than craftsmanship. 
Eliot (22) axplainls how the critic in order to connect with his audience 
becomes a creator f ideas. This process is described by Stauffer (72: 
Pp. 2Q-21): 
A last 
1 Genuine criticism is always a transposition 
pf the work of art into different, more systematic · 
~erma. The creative artist modifying his work 
~s he proceeds is striving toward producing a erfect work of art ••• Discursive thoughts may a~ entered into his creation ••• In making ~t comprehensible to the ordinary reader, who 
~lmost certainly is not living in a state of nspiration, the critic therefore must usually ranslate its flash of insight back into light pf common day by utilizing the resources of 
tliscursive reasoning". . 
of criticism can be introduced by Brownell's comment 
(11: p.44): "Criti ism is ali~ art, and contemporaneousness is of its 
essence". Many wr · ters besides· Brownell ha~ stressed this element of 
criticism. Glicks erg (28: Pp.4-5) discusses at some length how 
critical ideas and movements operate within a socio-cultural context: 
~at critics thinr and write cannot be fully understood without reference 
to what is going o in the nation and the world at large ••• " This is also 
endorsed by the at critic, Venturi (77: Pp. 1-2): 
"a critic's task is always based 
upon the art of his day ••• Ha can 
look at the art of the past with 
the ayes of the past, but he judges 
it with the experience of the 
present ••• his aim, even if he 
studies the art of the past, is 
always to make suggestions ~or, 
to take a stand in. relation to, 
contemporary artists'!. 
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Unfortunately~ this appears to be the ideal condition. The tendency 
of critics to clin too resolutely to the ideas of the past at the 
expense of ra~ creativity, has aroused bitter oppositionto the 
art of criticism, _rincipally from the artists, but also from several 
discerning critics. In recant years, Howard Mumford Jones (30) conducted 
a strong attack on the practices of modern American critics. 
"Criticism ••• as engaged the efforts of more genius and offers in 
its history both g ater variety and greater continuity, than that of 
any other art" It is important to reflect for a moment upon 
the history of cri icism, if only for closer consideration of the 
questions it can p · sent; the raison d'atre of criticism itself, the 
peculiarities whic distinguish it as a literary form, th'e chronological 
various civilisati 
Although crit cism was practiced at an earlier date by t~e Sophists, 
Plato, who was bor in 428 BC, is considered the first theoretical critic. 
14 
Criticism at that ime was concerned with poetics and rhetoric. Plato 
treated both howe r only in general terms not of art, but of politics and 
metaphysics. Aristotle who first considered poetics as a science 
of the making art. His approach was logical 
end thorough, a s ientific analysis of the writings of Aeschylus and 
Sophocles. The r ader of the "Poetics" never feels that Aristotle 
displayed any ape enthusia.sm for the subject. Nevertheless, the 
writings of Plato were adopted as rigid doctrines by later 
critics, such writers of the Renaissance as Ben Jonson, and 
in the seventeent century, Corneille who fa.iled to realize that the 
Greek writers we merely observing as scientis'bs,not personally dogmatizing. 
This problem of applying criticism as a s~ries of concrete theories 
and strictures stantly occurs throughout the long history of criticism. 
The critics of 
strict laws 
Renaissance codified the statements of the Greeks into 
allowed little development in the art of criticism. All 
forms of innovati n were violently rejected and the poet was forced at 
one time e his creative talents to predetermined topics. In 
recent years, the desirability of using theories and standards of the 
past ha.s again be disputed. Spingarn, in introducing his 'new criticism' 
(70), 
Peyre (60) 
renounced the old practices. Both Grabo (29) and 
intained that conservatism in criticism is bad. T. s. 
Eliot (22) that middle way, advocating that it is the business 
of the critic to reserve a tradition where a good one exists. 
15 
Wlth the rise of the Roman Empire, critical activity moved from 
Alexandria to Rome. In Alexandria poetics and rhetoric had been severed 
from philosophy an(i pursued as autonomous studies or as departments of 
grammar, by such Ibn as Callimachus or Dionysius Thrax, whose "Art o£ 
Grammer' had been ighly influential. In Rome poetics gave way to rhetoric 
as the topic for c itical consideration and the Roman critics interested 
themselves in the bility of rhetoric to please and persuade, or instruct. 
Cicero, Quintilian, who wrote the 'Insti tutio Oratoria', Demetrius and 
'Longinus', with h s famous 'On the Sublime', analyzed the treatment of 
style and sublimi • It was Longinus and Horace who first explained how 
could write in 192 (22) that it was not Aristotle• but Horace who was 
the model for crit cism up to the nineteenth centur,y. 
Renaissance c , iticism was influenced both by Horace and the Raman 
critics, and also r y the neo-Platonic philosophers of the ~arly Church, 
Augustine and Jeror. At that tina critics were attempting to justify 
the existence of f l ction, which, as the product of the occasions.lly 
undisciplined imag1nation, faced moral condemnation by the church. These 
critics also tried to establish the verne.culars as fit modes of expression. 
Concerned with the problem of fictional writing, such cri ties as Scaliger 
immediately adopte Horace's idea that the aim of poetry was to please 
and instruct, with the accent on instruction. Sidney also sought to 
cle.rify this conta tion in his 'Defense of Poesy 'and' .Apologia for 
Poetrie'. 
16 
In establishing the vernacular languages as modes of expression, the 
treatises of Dante and Du Belle.y were considered ideal models, and with 
these writing begins the cry for nationalism in literature with quests 
for a French Homer or an English Virgil. Translations were highly 
honoured, and there was a strong desire to pattern all English and French 
writings on the cl r ssics • Du Belloy, Sidnsy and Dazrlel formulated ideas 
on the classical wr'i tars which were to become infallible rules for later 
wrl ters and criticr , calling for the rejection of the old native poets 
and closer imitation of the Greek and Latin writers. 
In the sevent enth century, a strong influence from France bee..,. 
noticeable. Malhe,rbe, Rap in, Racin and Boileau, exponents of the thre.e 
Aristotelian unitir s, insisted that each literary genre contained its 
own rules. They ~lso began investigating the literary works of the time, 
giving them a definite place in the cultural development of the period 
and discussing co~lemporary conditions and changes. 
In England, ~ryden conducted a 
as the three uni ti
1
es and the use of 
revaluation of such critical strictures 
rhymB in his "Essay on Dramatic Poesy". 
His consideration of the relative importance of the ancients and moderns, 
the ne.ture and uses of wit had already been discussed by Campion, Jonson 
and Milton. 
In the unani~ity of doctrine which prevailed throughout the eighteenth 
century, criticism dealt mainly with terminology. Little originality was 
apparent, and mos1 arg,.,nts o.er classical principles were thoroughly 
17 
conventional. classical terms as "nature", "imitation~, , "wit" and 
"imagination" were tediously re-examined without profitable result. 
Samuel Johnson wro meticulously on the rules and standardsof classical 
literature, and pr sently, from his own arguments, the very antithe sis of 
ged, and with it solllB of the finest judgments on 
early English poets in the langue.ge. Neo-classicism died at the hands of 
its own defenders, Johnson and Pope, and although a new pre-Romanticist 
movement under War on and Walpole came forward with a new subject IllB.tter 
for poetry and the novel, these writers never really affected criticism. 
With Wordswor h 's Preface to the "Lyrical Be.lladsn in 1815, a new 
There is an absence of the old terminology, 
an attempt to refo diction, a flamboyant spirit of freedom. The Whole 
of the nineteenth century was influenced by Wordsworth; nevertheless, from 
the critical stand[ oint, it is a diUi oul t century to analym • Most 
writers tried to Jhieve e. heal thy balance of the old and the new. 
Coleridge avoided xtreme romanticism, just as Dryden had avoided 
extreme classicisl Both Arnold and Ruskin compared the value of classical 
literature with th ir own. Goethe and Carlyle sought to explain the 
relationship betweln critic and artist. The tendency toward "democratize.-
tion" which was i · tiated by Wordsworth 1 s stress on "incidents from 
common life" was e a borated by Whitman and Poe who advocated the shorter 
·e 
18 
lyric form with its "spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings". 
The twentieth entury has produced wider divergencies from purely 
artistic problems. Criticism has absorbed and been absorbed by other 
arts and sciences, 
which, in the 
such as Simon F 
the seventeenth 
In the eighteenth 
either took the 
£rancis Gentleman 
as in Sheridan's 11 
previous century 
t.he beginning of 
hands of George 
which was first 
History of Music" 
In art, Leonardo 
aspect of art whi 
through to 
It is the 
nly psychology and sociology. Dramatic criticism, 
consisted of commentaries by onlookers, 
his 1Boke of Plaies 1 developed gradually through 
reached a high level in the diaries of Pepys. 
(79) illustrates, dramatic criticism 
of reviewing, as with Thomas Davies on Garrick or 
"The Beggar's Opera", or was satirized in play form 
a development of the fashion created the 
in "The Rehearsal". The nineteenth 
ly with Leigh Hunt and William Hazlitt, but 
period of English theatre criticism, from 1890 to 
War, when theatre criticism. was in the 
Max Beerbohm. 
active in other fields of art. Music criticism 
specifically by Charles Burney in his trGeneral 
lished in 1789, continued throughout the nineteenth 
the form of technical commentary by active compos 
"Treatise on Painting" established a critical 
invited continual comment by practicing artists 
d the Pre-Raphaelites. 
ieth century, however, which has seen the instigation 
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of the mass media, and the new methods of journalism, both of which have 
affected the quan ity and quality of critical material. The principal change 
has been in the a the reviewer as distinct from the critic. Re-
viewing, of course, was conducted during the nineteenth century by such 
notables as Scott and Macaulay, who used their book review as a peg for 
some philosophical discourse. On the other hand, Lamb and Hazlitt 
attempted to estimate the worth of the book they ~re to read. It was 
Sainte-Beuve who J s the first modern reviewer. ~th his disinterested 
approach to the k of art in question, he established standards of 
taste and value wh ch were to affect many of his contemporaries and 
successors. 
The century ·saw a revolution in journalistic methods. 
With the giant am and vast sales, the new mass medium of journal-
ism became a reali • Later radio, motion pictures and television were 
added to the possi channels of communication available for critics and 
reviewers. tus of the reviewer was immediately enhanced. When 
Lord Beaverbrook i , vited Arnold Bennett to contribute a regular artide 
on new books to th ''Evening Standard", the new type of star-reviewing 
came into axistenc • Books became an important news feature and the 
critic became a r 
The process is described by one of its opponents, Cox (14: P• 263): 
"As the newspapers came to exploit more 
and more the vast public of the half-
educated masses, they at first cut down 
the space given to criticism, but they 
discovered later that books could be news 
and that reviewing could easily be 
.. 
assimilated to the process of giving the 
Public what it Wants. In a vein of hearty 
forthrightness Bennett communicated his 
opinions and prejudices to the readers of 
"The Evening Standard" to such effect that 
he could make a best seller overnight of a 
book which had until then been almost un-
noticed. 
"The. system soon spread to other news-
papers. with the obvious result that this 
kind of reviewing became more and more a matter 
of anticipating the taste.s and flattering the 
prejudices of a large half~educated public 
indifferent to traditional critical standards. 
The proprietors of newspapers and the publishers 
who advertised in them were not concerned with 
the protest of "high-brow" critics at the 
general levelling-down of taster no such 
considerations were necessary to oomplete the 
commercial cycle. It is therefore not 
surprising that reviewers became more and 
more assimilated to the scheme and that their 
work grew increasingly similar to ordinary 
journalism and advertisement copywriting, 
with the same spurious liveliness and 
meaningless superlatives". 
Other writers deplored the new techniques and the~ effects on 
criticism. In a pamphlet written in 1939, Virginia Woolf (80) concluded 
that criticism and reviewing had diverged so widely that the modern 
reviewer had ceased to have a~ real value either to the ~uthor or to the 
public. Clifton Fadiman (24) complatned that literary criticism was now 
a lost art, because nobody except a few other literary critics read it, 
and in the new art world o£ the motion picture, Gavin Lambert declaimed 
(37, P• 140)a "MUch contemporary criticism is mediocre and parasitical 
because the rise of journalism has diluted its standards ••• The critic has 
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been edged out by the journalist". Lambert added: •The real problem is 
that this kind or criticism is limited in application by the fact that 
anything which fails to express a majo:rity point of view ••• is likely to be 
overwhelmed nowadays by the immense diffusion of popular standards that 
the cinema, the press, and the radio command". 
In theqiestionnaire, contemporary critics and reviewers were asked 
to comment on the effect of the mass media on the influence of' the present-
day critic.4 Out of' the 43 who completed the que~tionnaire, nine remarked 
that they thought the mass media had increased his influence, whilst 
eleven said the mass media had aroused greater public awareness of' the 
critic. Apart from one critic who considered that the mass media had made 
no difference to the critic, the rest, with one or two exceptions, 
expressed dissatisfaction. Seven thought they had encouraged the personal-
ity rather than the expert, seven said they had allowed too many untrained 
amateurs to enter the field, three thought that they had limited the type 
of critical material he could present, and four considered that, due to 
their nature, they had tended to minimize the critic's role. 
Canby (12s P• 188)t makes one final remarkt 
4 See Table 8. 
"The newspapers, however, have rendered one 
great service to criticism. In spite of their 
attempts to make even the most serious books 
newsy news, they, and they alone, have 
kept pace with the growing gwarm of published 
books. Th~ literary supplement, which proposed 
to review all books not strictly technical or 
transient, was a newspaper creation. And the 
literary supplement, which grew from the old 
book page, contained much reviewing which was 
in no bad sense journalistic. Without it the 
public would have had only the advertisements 
I 
and the publishers' announcements to 
classify, analyze, and in some measure 
describe the regiment of books that 
me.rches in advance of our civilisation". 
"The regiment of books", of course, is accompanied by countless films, 
plays, and creative compositions in art and music. 
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In this chapter we have discussed the nature of criticism. Criticism 
is essentially evaluation and judgment. The value of knowledge in the 
evaluative act should be remembered, as should the fact that there are no 
absolutes in criticism. The critic, insofar as he interprets a work of 
art in the light of his own knowledge and imaginative resources, can be 
said to be creative. Contemporaneousness is desirable in criticism, since 
conservative critics only alienate themselves from the purpose of 
criticism, namely, the elucidation and dissemination of fresh ideas. 






ll analysis of grammatical forms to the impressionistic treatment of the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. With the rise of new media of information 
I 
II 
and entertainment; .films, radio and television, and the introduction of 
new mass production methods in journalism, the critic he.s given way to the 'I 
reviewer. The appearance of the latter has provoked considerable argument 
as to his value, but since the numbers of reviewers increase annually, it 
is important for the artists and the serious critics to recognize that the 
reviewer, by virtue of the medium in which he operates, may wield greater 
1
1 
· l'1 I influence with the mass audience than any critic has exercised in the past. 
CHAPTER II 
THE INFLUENCE OF THE CRITIC 
The questionnaire, which was circulated to over 80 critics, was 
answered by 43, including 18 book critics, 4 theatre and 4 film critics, 
today. There were also two subsidiary questions. The first tried to 
discover which mass medium had proved to be the most influential vehicle 
for the practicing critic; and the second estimated what contact, if any, 
the critic has with his audience. 
In the first question5 which asked how influential was the present-
day critic in forming public opinion in his special area, we tried to 
11 estimate the power which different critics can control. The total of 32 
I 
critics who considered the critic moderately influential, as opposed to 
t:Pe 9 who considered him highly infl uenti e.l, showed one interesting 
feature. By far the largest majority of book critics only considered they 
II 
~I 
had a moderate influence on their public. Several qualified their selection, 
j including Prescott, who wrote: 
"The academic critics can be extremely influential, 
~~ but only in intellectual circles. There they definitely 
create reputations, particularly in colleges and 
universities, where their writings are read by the 
professors and instructors who help to mold the 
opinions of the younger generations. Journalistic 





critics, such as I, address a more general 
public o.f readers interested in books. We can 
help the success, both critical and commercial, o.f 
a new book considerably, but we cannot:_ prevent poor 
books, which we ignore or damn, .from .finding the 
readers who enjoy them. In other arts, the situation 
is quite different. The two or three most influential 
newspaper dramatic critics in New York can make, or 
break, a play. Movie critics are much less influent-
ial because the great mass o.f movie goars follows 
its favorite players and does not read reviews. 
Art critics are extremely influential also, but 
only within the narrow world interested in modern 
art. 11 
This comment on art critics is quite interesting, .for it illustrates 
that misconceptions can occur when the critic in one field of art ventures 
an opinion on the critic of another. In an article published in 1953, 
Emily Genauer (27) wrote: 
"Certainly the art critic ••• has not, according 
to the standards of the market place, a comparable 
power to the drama critic. A painting may bring 
a higher price because of favorable press comment. 
Occasionally, it is possible a reader rushes out 
to buy a praised work, although it is axiomatic that 
practically every man interested enough in living 
art to collect it, regards himself as a connoisseur 
needing no critical confirmation of his taste. 
Where art of the past is concerned, prices are 
fixed by shrewd dealers who control the market with, 
to be sure, the assistance of favorable reviews of 
the kind of art they are pushing. An artist 1 a 
reputation can be damaged by unfavorable reviews, 
but his market only to a limited degree". 
Several critics, including Downes and Brown, noted that the influence 
of the critic depended on his status and also that of the newspaper for 
which he wrote. ,Another interesting comment Cam9 from Kerr who considered 
present-day drama critics •too influential". 
/ 
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In the last chapter reference was made to Arnold Bennett and the star 
reviewing system prevalent several years ago in England. In America~ the 
same power had been given to Edmund li 'iilson and Alexander Woollcott, and it 
was t he power of the latter whi ch was menti oned in a postscript by 
Llldlow: 
"Actual ly, reviewe rs (few of whom are really 
critics) have only n ow-and-then influence. 
Walter iHnchell could make people rush to buy books 
sometimes beca use he men.tioned books on a gossip 
program. Book review hours on the r adio seldom 
have any measurable influence - even Alexander 
Woollcott's book program flo pped, though he made 
best sellers on his general program. Perhaps 
Woollcott and Winchell illustrate the power of the 
critic. ·vvoollc ott was an emotiona list who judged 
books by h is own enthusiasm entirely (he used few 
critical standards), and he was the most influential 
"critic" of recent years. Winchell is not a critic 
at all - merely a newsmonger - but he is probably 
the second most influential "critic" of recent 
years. The popularity of Gilbert Hi ghet - a true 
critic. - may indica te an improvement or just the 
a ppea l of a new personality". 
The second questi on considered whether the critic was sufficiently 
powerful to make or break a pl ay, book or similar work of art. The 
re s ults 6 produced an interesting controversy be tween leading critics of 
the drama. In the third classification, the critics who answered were 
allowed to name one field of art in which they c onsidered the critic 
had such power. All eight nominated the theatre. Atkinson, however, 
refused to admit that such power exists. In an article he wrote in 1953 
(3), Atkins on claimed that t he final decisi ons on the success of a play 
were in the hands of the thea tregoer. He cited a n umber of plays in the 
1952-53 season which showed that "the newspaper r eviews did not decide 
the box-of fice f ates of the Broadway product ions ••• Seven of the 




tv1elve financial success of the season received either generally 
unfavora ble or divided notices ••• Several plays that failed received just 
as good a press a s these seven that succeeded". Atkins on also pointed 
out tha t "Peo ple who follow news paper criticism closely know that the 
critics res pond en t husi astically to many plays wn. ich the public does not 
patronize. For critics en ,joy the theatre more than the public doe s ." 
He concluded: 
"Since the r eviews are seldom unanimous, the 
total evidence is seldom clear-cut. But the 
fact s of t he seas on prove that , on the one hand, 
enthusiastic n otices by a ll or severa l of t he 
critics do not assure succes s at the box office. 
On the other hand, bad or mixed notices do not 
break a play ••• Doubtless news pa per reviews have some 
influence on t he public. But t he r e cord of l a st 
se a son proves that news paper critics do not make 
or break a play. In the final analysis, t he 
public makes up its own collective mind ;'. 
In case that season now appears distant, Winchell, in the Boston 
'Record' c onfirms the opini on of Atkins on in a f ootnote written on lV1ay 
9 , 1955, and quotes another example of a play which received critical 
acclaim only to fail in t he eyes of t he public. Another note by Winchell 
the previous month (Apri 1 28 ) remarked "It~& been a peculiar Broadway 
theatre seas on. The critics have panned several shows into hits and 
plugged a lot of shows into flo ps". 
Kerr (32: Pp. 20-26) flatly denied the inability of critics to make 
or b reak plays. He writes: 
"It is generally recognized that, at the 
present time, the New York theatre is at 
the mercy of ei ght of nine daily news paper 
·- --~----- ----
reviewers. The new play which gets nine 
good notices the day after it hasopened is 
almost certain to be a smash hit. The new 
play which gets nine bad ones is almost 
certain to close the following Saturday 
night. When, as often happens, there is 
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a split decision in the press, a favorable 
balance - say, five to three - means that the 
show has a fair chance of earning back its 
investment, especially if it is bulwarked 
by the presence of stars. When a mixed vote 
goes against the play, its chances are 
nearly as neglibible as if all the reviews 
had been bad. In New York today the verdict 
on a new production is returned within twenty-
four hours, and it is virtually absolute ••• 
This is not only an extraordinary unsatisfactory 
state of affairs from the point of view of 
writers, performers and producers. It is a 
catastrophic inversion of the role of criticism 
itself, as unhealthy for the audience at large 
and for the critic at his post as it is for 
those who do the creating ••• ! doubt that 
there is a single New York critic who is 
happy with his total power or who believes 
that his possession of it is a healthy thing 
for the theatre. It has simply been handed 
to him, whether he wants it or not ••• 
What has happened in the le.st thirty or 
forty years is tha.t the audience has 
voluntarily surrendered its privilege of 
judgment. It has, in effect, abdicated. 
Somewhere along the line the New York 
audience reached an important decision, 
it no longer wanted the opportunity to 
investigate and evaluate the theatre 
personally; it wanted instead to have this 
work done for it in advance. It deliberately 
chose to abide by the word of eight or nine 
journalists, to rely completely upon the 
combined opinion of these men". 
11 It is interesting to note that .three of the four theatre critics who 
11 completed the questionnaire considered that the power of the critic to make 
!I or break a play rested on whether the other critics agreed with him. It 
is also intereeting to note that one music critic and one art critic 




believed that no critic had the power to make or break a compositi on. 
With regard to the prestige of artists however, music critics had 
several interesting comments to make in answer to the t hird question, as 
results indicate. 7 Altogether, two-thirds of the respondents considered 
that the critic could enhance or weaken the artist's prestige, though 
several qualified their choice with the fact that is depended also upon , 
reputation of the critic, and the paper for which he wrote. Olga Samarof 
(64: Pp. 78-80) stated: 
"A certain degree of infallibility always has 
been and still is attached to praise or blame dis-
pensed by music critics in the daily press. 
The professional performer advertises t he praise 
and resents the blame. The concertgo~ usually 
buys tickets because of critical praise. As a 
rule, he is not inclined to spend his money 
on the concet;t s of performers who have been pro-
nounced inferior by the critics of leading 
daily papers. Orchestra conductors holding 
important positions have been made and unmade 
by critics - particularly in New York. Careers 
for hitherto unknown artists have blossomed 
overnight because of one paragraph so 
categorically worded as to leave no doubt in 
the minds of otherwise uninformed readers 
(as well as those of sellers and buyers of 
artists), that the individual performer in 
question possessed superlative merit. It is 
this immediate and practical result of 
newspaper criticism that creates such a 
terrific responsibility for the musical 
journalist" 
She quoted Charles Ellis, the impressario, as saying "Without something 
like that (a favourab le review from Philip Hale), I could not sell a 
young unknown artist like yourself". 
7 See Table 3. 
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Newman (56: Pp224-225) takes a different view: 
"How, indeed could or can the few 'make 1 
a composer? Music, let ma repeat, is an art 
that people en,j oy in masses. They pay their 
monsy to be interested and pleased, and if 
they are not interested and pleased, nothing 
will make them go through the same experience 
again. Professional criticism is powerless 
either to make or mar a reputation; if people 
like a man's music, not all the unfavourable 
criticism in the world will keep them away from 
it, if they db not like it, not all favourable 
criticism in the worl d will send them t o it af ter 
one or two unrefreshing experiences of it. 
Indeed, the plain man reads very little musical 
criticism; and as the critics invariably disagree · 
with each other, "criticism" caDnot claim either 
the credit of making an audience f or a new 
composer or the discredit of keeping audiences 
away from him". 
Nevertheless, a great many young artists have stated that they rely heavily 
on the newspaper critic's judgment to reach a higher step on the profession-
al ladder. 
In the fourth question, which tried to discover whether the entrepren-
eurs of the arts, publishers, theatre impressarios, network television and 
radio sponsors, film producer9,were affecte d by the critic's opinions, there 
appeared to be more difficulty in obtaining a satisfactory answerS. 
Prescott's conclusion that poor books still reach the public in spite 
of adverse criticism is deve1oped.ey Jones (30): "the publishers do not much 
cara whether a book is praised or derided, provided only it be talked e.boutl 
The conditions of the book market are not the conditions of the musical 
or dramatic market; and an immense pressure from advertising offices warps 
the whole state of literary opinion among us.l' I'n :nv. conversation with 
8 See Table 4. 
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Gilbert Seldes, however, he maintained that book reviews do affect the 
publishers, for it is only in the event of favourable reviews that the 
publishers proceed with their heavy advertizing, utilizing through 
quotations the opinions of the various leading reviewers. 
In an article on film critics, Beddington (7: P. 150) writes: "It is 
the producers, the directors, the actors, the technicians as a rule who 
take criticism most seriously ••• " The new magazine "Film Culture" 
carried an article (19) in Which several leading Hollywood directors 
were asked whether they were more concerned with the judgment of the critics 
or the public. John Ford, Joseph Pevney, William wy1er and Ida Lupino 
considered that the two complemented each other. Pevney wrote: "The 
public's response shows up at the box office and a director cannot help 
but feel gratified if his film is a success. On the other hand, the 
critic's printed judgment is a more tangible reaction, and because critics 
are regarded as experts in their craft, their opinions are bound to make 
an impression on me". 
Only two directors, Elia Kazan and Budd Boetticher, considered the 
critic's judgment more important; the remainder, DeMille, Seiter, Sirk, 
Kane and Stevens emphasized the value of public opinion above that of the 
critic. Seiter wrote: "It is pretty hard to accept a critic's view as he 
is often swayed by the policy of the publication for which he is writing." 
In musical criticism, it appears from the remarks of Charles Ellis, 
quoted above by Olga Samaroff, that the music impressarios value the 
critic's opinion highly, and in the comparatively recent field of 
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television criticism1 the importance of the critic is mentioned by Reginal 
Pound. His corrrrnents (61) followed a leader written in the London "Times" 
(45) which questioned the value of the television critic: 
"He wields 1 by comparison with his 
colleagues# exceptionally little power. 
They can make new reputations 1 undermine 
old ones; shorten or lengthen the run of 
plays 1 discover sculptors and musicians 1 
make picture galleries fashionable ••• As he 
(the television critic) conscientiously 
watches with millions of his compatriots 1 
he must surely wonder whether it matters 
very much what . he writes, or whether it 
would make any difference to anyone if he 
wrote nothing at all. Those who saw what 
he saw will already have formed their own 
opinions of its merits before they have 1 
next morning 1 the opportunity of reading his; 
those who did not see it will seldom have 
the opportunity of seeing it again. Yet 
there he indomitably sits ••• a man in the 
dark if ever there wasone". 
In his reply1 Pound wrote: 
nr would join in doubting that the authority 
of any critic in television is important or even 
that it exists in so far as it influences the tastes 
of the majority of viewers ••• There was a point 
which the civilised scepticism of "The Times" 
omitted to make. · Criticism may pass over the 
viewers' heads but it has sometimes successfully 
insinuated itself into the intelligences of the 
television powers-that-be. The responsible 
television critics have had an undoubted effect in 
restraining the sillier exuberances of some 
producers. 11 . 
In England 1 of course 1 with its single television channel 1 there is one 
role which the television critic cannot fill 1 but which is certainly open 
to his colleagues, John Crosby, Jack Gould, and ma~ provincial writers 
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in the United States - as a preview guide and selector, choosing the 
better programmes from the mass of material which is available. 
There are two final topics to be discussed. When asked to indicate 
the mass medium which aided the critic most in influencing his public, itwas 
obvious that the daily press was the favouriteS, although it should be 
remembered that almost all corresponding critics were attached to journalism. 
Over seventy per cent of the critics voted for newspapers, although books 
and specialized journals were also included. One critic listed all three 
printed media as the most powerful instruments for influencing the public. 
It is interesting to note thattwo book critics, Starrett and Ludlow, 
considered the radio to be the most effective medium for influencing the 
public. 
It is natural to consider, however, just how much contact the critic 
has with his audience. Butler comments in his letter that he receives as 
many as 250 letters some days, that in a period of three months his mail 
will average approximately 2,250 letters. Highet, however, notes the 
relatively small number of people interested in criticism. He writes: 
"I used to write criticism for "Harper's 
Magazine 11 : I don't know how many readers it has, 
but I might guess at 100,000.10 I have often 
written criticism for "specialized journals" 
which have a circulation of 5000. My broadcasts 
in literature be gan in 1952 with an audience 
of only a few thousand. How can any of these 
be called ~ass media" in a country of 160,000,000 
people?" 
This is a point well-taken. Ernest Newman's remarks on the"plain 
man" not being interested in music criticism are noted above, and to the.m 
should be added those of Davison (15: Pp. 4-5): 
9 See Table 1 . 10 the actual circulat1on quoted for 1954 was 160,000 per month. 
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"As far as I know, there are no statistics to 
show what proportion of the reading public 
concerns itsel f with music criticism; but if 
one may judge by the amount of space allotted 
to it in many newspapers - and for most 
persons music criticism means the writings on 
music i n the daily press - then it is, I may 
say, no considerable rival of any other 1! 
journalistic offering of which I have knowledge". 
Even in the days before motion pictures, radio and television had II 
its audiences, She.w could write (68: P• 20): "Sometimes robbed the theatre of 
I ask myself whether anybody ever reads critical articles - whether the 
whole thing is not .a mere editorial illusion, a superstition from the 
purely academic origin of critical journalism". · As for dramatic criticism 
in America, Nathan has added (54: P• 10): "It is as absurd to believe 
that the general public is interested in sound dramatic criticism as it is 
t o believe that the general public is interested in sound drama. It is to 
the credit of the majority of newspaper editors that they appreciate the 
fact and take pains not to discommode their readers". 
With regard to film criticism, Beddington writes (7: P• 150): "To 
me one of the outstandingly strange results of film criticism is that the 
people to whom it is primarily addressed i.e. the public, seam to taka no 
notice of it. Generally speaking, the film succeeds by word of mouth 
publicity and not by praise or blame allocated by the press". 
A last comment by Leavis (41: P• 132) on Desmond MacCarthy, book 
reviewer, should be included: 








in literature is only a small minority, and 
though there may be behind Mr. MacCarthy a 
circle actively and intellige~tly interested, 
it is a tiny minority of a minority, which for 
all the effect it has as representing gene rally 
operative standards might as well not exist". 
Nevertheless, the results of the question which asked the critics whether 
they belie~ they had any reel contact with their audience, produced twenty 
one direct affirmativesll. In addition, an equal number of critics consider-
ad that there was a certain amount of contact between critic and audience, 
but one book critic denied that there was any contact between the two. 
Perhaps the proportion of the public tha.t reads criticism is indeed a 
minority, but judging from the present success of such critics e.s Dr. 
Butler, there is every indication that it is a fairly acti~ one. 
As a result of the questionnaires, and from different comments 
published by critics, we cen conc~ude that generally speaking, the critic 
ha.s only a moderate influence in his own field. The days of such powerful 
book critics as Edmund Wilson and Alexander Woollcott have passed, although 
in the theatre, it appears that the critic still hol ds a powerful influence, 
though this is disregarded by Atkinson and Winchell. In music, insofar as 
criticism has shifted f rom the composer to the performer, the critic can be 
quite important. In art, it is doubtful if any critics are sufficiently 
powerful to encourage or prevent occasional sales. In films, radio and 
television, criticism has not yet gained its traditional footholq, and the 
critic is consulted more as a guide than as an arbitrator. Se~ral writers 
have proclaimed that criticism is an esoteric art and that the critic has 
11 See Table 6 
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little contact with the mass audience, yet our questionnaires indicated 
that the re is a definite contact between the public and the reviewer. In 
the next chapter, we will discover whether, through this contact, the 
present-day critic is able to establish standards of taste for the public. 
CHAPTER III 
THE CONCEPT OF TASTE 
Of all the words in the critic's vocabular,y. "taste" is perhaps the most 
I 
important and yet the most difficult to define. This is due to the wide 
application of' the word in recent years which has given it a dual meaning 
in the mind of' the public. Babbitt (5) has ref'erred to it as "a man's 
literary conscience" and Klapper (33) as "a liking or preference for 
material Which is traditionally regarded as possessing high aesthetic or 
intellectual worth". ln the first case the individual element is mentioned; 
I 
in the second case. what is stressed is the element of' tradition or 
public acceptance. Both facets of taste. the personal and the public. meet 
in the work of the critic, for the essential feature of' a good critic is 
his specially developed .sense of taste. a taste that has been fashioned 
from all that is best in his field of art. together with his own 
particular preferences. 
Personal taste obviously involves the whole field of perception and 
selection. Two definitions should be me~ioned, which. curiously enough. 
might relate to the personal taste of' the critic, and the taste of the man 
in the street. Jordan (3la P• 191) establishes a most pertinent definition 
for the critict 
"Taste is imagination operating in ita 
synoptic capacity. the capacity to organize 
objects. to plaoe them in such relations to 
each other as will, when brought before a 
mind, set the conditions for judgment. It 
is the act of' imagination that apprehends objects 
in such relations to each other as to formulate ~~~ 
a judgment only where objective relations 
design a form that can be traced in world 
relations". · 







Boas (9: Pp 55-56) describes the personal taste of the public most 
effectively as: 
"The unreflective, direct reaction to any 
stimulus, the seeing of a colour without 
knowing its cause or name, the elation that 
comes from seeing a good play or having a 
good conversation ••• Sueh pure affection 
probably never exists in adults, for human 
beings are refiecti ve animals and their memory 
is of such a nature that it provides the 
material for generalizing upon one's likes 
and dislikes. One therefore knows in advance 
something about what one is going to find 
agreeable, and when a person says, 'I know 
what I like, ' he means presumably that he 
has discovered the general traits of what 
pleases him. Thus if he prefers Bordeaux to 
Burgundy on this level, he means that in the 
past he has found the taste of the for.mer 
preferable to that of the latter. He has 
given no account of the cause of his liking 
and in most cases would not have sufficient 
knowledge of physiology and psychology to be 
able to account for it." 
From these two definitions one might assume that,. in spite of the 
assertion of Newman {56) that "The critic is merely one of the public who 
expresses his opinion in print instead of in conversation," there is this 
distinguishing feature about him, that 1he does try to organize his likes 
and dislikes, his sense of taste. As De Laurot (17: p. 6) states: "There 
is obviously no doubt that the critic must allow himself to be personally 
affected by the film he proposes to evaluate; in this sense he is a 
member of the audience. But he is also more: because of his professional 
training and specialization he is in a position not merely to "respond to" 




his otherwise adventitious response through analysis and the application 
of standards". 
It is time to consider the traditional aspects of taste. More(52) 
II 
has shown that the traditions ot good taste are acquired by the educated 
critic deliberately to balance the prejudice and autonomy ot his personal I 
taste. This may be so, but this desire ot critics to become enveloped 11 
II 
in the traditional tastes ot their culture. to the exclusion of the 
1 contemporary conditions around them, has led to violent conflict between 
critic and artist, with many shortsighted and bigoted jud~nts .being 
passed by critics on the practicing artists ot their day. 
In an exhaustive volume, Peyre (80) has attacked this conservatism in 
standards of taste. Although the discernment ot a tew rare critics 
revealed the genius ot such artists as the Douanier Rousseau, Daumier 
· I 
the painter, Gerard :rlanley Hopkins, James Joyce, Claudel and Kafka, many 
artists in the past have produced wo~ks tbat should have blinded their 
" co:atemporaries, Blake's poems, Shelley's "Ode to the West Wind", Keats' 
"Ode on a Grecian Urn", Rimbaud's "Le Batteau ivre", the work ot Baudelaire, 
Bach's fugues, Beethoven's sonatas, Cesar Franck's symphony, and Cezanne's 
II landscapes. The curious feature is that these works are characterized by 
the most traditional and obvious virtuesa harmony, composition, balance, 
profundity, truth, intensity, power, perfection of form. Peyre (p. 264) 
concludesa "Surely, those qualities were present in those works when they 
first appeared, and were not begotten by Time or lent by our generous . 
memory. Yet no one - in many ot these oases literally no one - perceived 






i ntelligently or very patiently to understand them.·'' 
It is possibl~, and, as Peyre hints, probable, that the critics of 
the time were too preoccupied with the fates of Homer, Villon, or Webster 
to concern themselves with the new tastes of their own day. There are 
11 definite disadvantages to the "judgments of posterity." In the first 
place the critic who waits th~ty years to pass judgment tends to pigeon-
hole the artist into some convenient "movement". He may also have to 
contend with a mass of biographical material that certainly may obscure his 
view. Thirdly there is a definite pendulum of fashion. Rostand died in 
1585; a hundred years later he was forgotten. He was revived and acclaimed 
in 1825, had sunk again into neglect by 1860, and was revived · again in 
1925. Brahms, who was rejected by his contemporaries as too difficult, 
has recently succeeded in replacing the once popular Tchaikowsky on 
orchestral programmes. It is possible however that he too may be replaced 
• by Ravel or Sibelius. 
The standards of taste in one period have certainly not proved to be 
those of another. No wonder Schopenhauer (65) writes: "The right standard 
for judging the intellectual work of any generation is supplied, not by 
· the great minds that make their appearance in it, but by the way in which 
contemporaries receive their work". B,y contemporaries he means critics of 
insight and balanced taste, critics who, like the one described by Forster 
(26: p. 28) "combine ••• experience with innocence. He ought to lmow every-
1 
thing inside out:; and yet be surprised". The main point should be reiterated, 
that public tastes change sharply, and there seems to be no reason at all 
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for concluding that taste grows progressively better, or that the mere 
passage of time widens literary sympathies ~md sharpens the critical 
faculty. 
We should now attempt to relate public taste to the area of mass 
communications. In order to discover how the critic in the mass media can 
aff ect the standards of taste in his audience, it is necessary first to 
estimate the possible impact of the mass media themselves upon public taste. 
Klapper (.33: . P.I.44) has written: 
'~ass media can and do stimulate the development 
of good taste in individuals. This effect 
seems largely restricted, however, to persons 
who are already predisposed to such development 
but who lack the opportunity for exposure or 
who are ftnsure how to proceed in their 
communicational behaviour. Thus musical 
taste is develope d by the radio, but most 
often among cultured persons predisposed to 
be interested in music, radio also stimulates 
and guides reading, but again, largely among persons 
who are already readers 11 • 
With regard to radio, Suchman (73: P• 173) writes: 
"The main importance of the radio does not 
lie in its ·direct ability to create interests, 
but in its effectiveness as a follow-up for 
forces quite detached £~om it. This effect-
iveness we have found to be due to its simple 
and quick .accessibility, the fact that it is 
available at the opportune time. Each of the 
various media stimulates its audience to use 
other media. Planned exploitation of these 
tendencies can and has been attempted. In 
particular, radio has been successfully used 
in deliberate attempts to stimulate book sales 
and library circulation." 
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This follow-up reading is also mentioned by Lazarsfeld (39: Pp 311-318): 
I 
"The great est amount of follow-up reading is 
done amon g ' . the prolific readers of less education ••• 
As a result of a musical programme, biographies 
of composers are read, or texts of operas. 
Dramatizations provoke the reading of the 
book dramatized. News programmes lead to 
magazine and newspaper reading, and quiz 
programmes to the use of dictionaries and 
reference books. Pamphlets to be read are 
often distributed in connection with 
serious talks, except in the case of book 
programmes, in which direct advice as to 
what to read is given." 
From this information it appears that the critic operating in the mass 1' 
media does have some opportunity to stimulate taste among his audience. 
I Forster (26: p. 15) writes: "Criticism can stimulate ••• We can be awakened 
by a remark which need not be profoWld or even true, and can be sent 
I 
scurrying after the beauties and wonders we were ignoring. Journalism and 
broadcasting have their big opportunity here. Unsuited for synthesis or 
analysis, they can send out the winged word that carries us off to examine 
the original." 
In the questionnaire, the critics were asked: 'Can the critic establish 
standards of taste in his .special area?' The resultsl2 indicate that 
although many critics believe their function as taste-makers is limited, 
only two consider that the critic is unable to establish standards of taste. 
One of these is Orville Prescott. The majority teel that it depends upon 
the prestige of the individual critic. No empirical statement can be made, 
but the remark of Canby's (13: p. 224) "that editors, critics, teachers, and 
12 See Table 5. 
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scholars, but most of all critics, are responsible for standards ••• " should 
not be forgotten. In relationship to the critic and the artist, Babbitt 
(5: P• 169) adds one final commant: "The best type of critic may ••• be said 
to be creative in the sense that he creates standards. It is in their 
common allegiance to standards that critic and creator really coma 
together". 
To conclude: it appears that taste can be defined as either personal 
taste, which is primarily the ability of the imagination to relate 
different ob j ects of beauty to one another; or public taste, which is a 
preference or liking for material which is traditionally regarded . as 
possessing high aesthetic or intellectual value. What differentiates the 
critic from the layman is the fact that the critic organizes his te.ste 
to meet the requirements of the e.rt form he is criticizing. 
The concept of taste changes from era to era. Some critics and 
commentatorsfail to realize that they are judging by standards which are no 
longer applicable, and consequently they often neglect the creative talents 
of their contemporaries. With the growth of the mass media, many writers 
have felt that taste has degenerated. As Klapper points out, however, the 
mass medie. can and do stimulate good taste among individuals. Through 
broadcast programmes of serious music, paper-back classics, and televised 
drama, the mass media have encouraged public interest to an extent that 
. 
would have seemed impossible fifty years ago. Certainly the critic has 
the facilities to direct attention to this material; he has acquired a 
new importance as a potential taste-maker. 
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Although the results of the questionnaire showed no overwhelming 
conviction that the critic could create standards of taste. only two 
critics believed that it was impossible. With this new responsibility. 
it follows that the selection of the critic is of prime importance. both 
from the standpoint of the public and the artist. The next cha.pter will 
show what type of critic should be selected. and what type of critic 
actually is sele cted for the role of critic in the mass media. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE SELECTION OF THE CRITIC 
In an interesting article (62: Pp. 453-454), John Crowe Ransom 
notes that critics for the most part are amateurs. He writes: 
nThey have not been trained to 
criticism so much as they have 
simply undertakena job for which 
no specific qualifica.tions were 
required ••• There are three sorts 
of trs.ined performers who would 
appear to have some of the 
competance ths.t the critic needs. 
The first is the artist himself, ••• 
The second is the philosopher ••• 
The third is the university 
teacher. •. n 
Combining the results of the questionnaire, we will examine the types of 
critics enumerated by Ransom and try to estimate thei r value as critics 
in the mass media .• 
The critics of the past were either philosophers, such as Plato, 
Aristotle or Lessing, or practicing artists, such as Leonardo da Vinci, 
Sir Joshua Reynolds, Keats and Coleridge. As we noted in Chapter I, 
when the nineteenth century philosophers, Macaulay and Carlyle undertook 
their critical reviews, they merely used the book they had to review 
as an excuse for a prolonged philosophical excursion. In. the rush of 
present-day reviewing, it is doubtful if there are any philosophers who 
are regularly employed as critics, such exceptions being Gilbert Murray 
and C. M. Bowra, who occasiona.lly contribute a review on recent classical 
scholarship to one of the more esoteric periodicals. There are, of course, 
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popular philosophers; in England the le.te Professor Joad, and in America, 
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, but they are selected more especially as 
controversial or popular personalities than as literary experts. 
The era of critics who were practicing artists also appears to have 
ended. During the nineteenth century, some of the finest criticism 
originated from .a:r:t:i.l3 "ta~ Wordsworth, Arnold, Swinburne, Oscar Wilde, 
George Bernard Shaw. A few of these tried hard to exclude .critics who 
were not also artists. Others, such as Wordsworth, and in Americ~ James· 
Russell Lowell, condemned the practice of criticism e.s being inferior to 
the creative process. Liszt writes (43: P• 138): 
"Criticism should become more and 
more an activity of productive artists. 
In regard to the objection that an 
artist could not easily undertake 
a dual activity, we assert that the 
function of the critic would have 
great value for the e.rtist because 
through the e valuation and comparison 
of the work of others, as well as 
the resume of decisions concerning 
them, ever,y artist would inevitably 
gain in the maturing of his reflections 
and the logic of his ideas". 
In recent years, Eliot has written (22: p.7): "the artist is- each 
within his own limitations - oftenest to be depended upon e.s a critic, 
his criticism will be criticism, and not the satisfaction of a suppressed 
crea.tive wish- which, in most other persons, is apt to interfere fate.lly". 
Shaw has also commented (67: P• 241): "The advantage of having a play 
criticized by a critic who is also a playwright is as obvious as the 
advantage of having a ship criticiZed by a critic who is also a master 
shipwright". 
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The 'suppressed creative wish' furnishes Ne.than (54: Pp. l-2)with a 
reason for suggesting that critics should not be artists. He inverts the 
probability of the artist becoming a critic, and writes instead: 
"The great s t weakness of the average 
critic is his wish to be more than 
critic. He somehow believes that, 
however capable he may be as a critic, 
there is a call for him to demonstrate 
his talents in fields removed from 
criticism i~ he would augment and 
solidify his standing in his profession. 
we thus find critics as novelists, 
playwrights, producers, poets, biographers, 
husbands and what not, striving to support 
their critical position by achievements in 
extrinsic directions ••• All this had lad 
and leads to a deterioration of criticism, 
for the simplest reason ths.t criticism 
worth its salt is a job quite sufficient 
unto itself and calling upon its 
practitioner's fullest time and 
resources". 
Ransom (62: P• 454) adds some comments on the artist-critic: "He 
should know good art when he sees it; but his understanding is intuitive 
rather than dialectica1 - he cannot very well explain his theory of the 
thing". Nevertheless, Ransom suggests that an artist's commentary on 
art is valuable insofar as he sticks to its technical effects, which he 
knows minutely, and does not pass prejudiced generalizations on the 
ultimate value of the work. 
In the questionnaire, two questions were allotted to this problem. 
The first considered whether the critic should pra.ctirethe art he 
criticizes·, and the second, how the fact that the critic is 
also an artist affects the audience who reads or listens to 
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him. The trend of modern criticism, as witnessed by the 27 critics who 
eonsidered it unnecessary to practice the art one criticizesl3, indicates 
that the vogue of the artist-critic has passed. Only three critics, 
including Starrett and Harrison, be~evad t hat it was necessary for the 
critic to practice the art he criticizes, whilst seven qualified their 
answer with 'pro~~ding he has the necessary talent•. Olin Downes added 
"He must study it and have theoretical and practical knowledge - as much as 
possible - of its every field. But he has no time to 'practice'~ whilst 
Barkham quoted Ernest Newman: "I may not be able to lay an egg, but I 
know a good one from a bad one". 
The secorrlquestion, also concerned with the artist as critic, asked 
how the fact that a critic practiced the art he was criticizing, affected 
his prestige from t he point of view of the public. The results again 
indicated the present attitude toward artist-criticsl4. 
Although eleven critics considered him an expert, and equal number 
thought tha.t this was secondary to his criticism. Fanny Butcher thought 
that, if such prestige hinged on the fact that the critic was also an 
artist, surely it would also depend upon his abilities as an artist. The 
majority group of fourteen critics maintained that it was not considered 
at s.ll. The point brought out above by Ransom, relating to the artist-
critic's judgment of techniques, was also sounded by Marie Kirkwood, 
who considered, tl].at the art critic who also painted tended to be too 
corice.rned with techniques. Durgin philosophized that, whether the audience 
considered the s.rtist-cri tic an expert or not depended upon whether they liked 
13 See Table 9 
14 See Table 10 
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him, or rather, agreed with him. All pronouncements incicated that the 
status of the artist-critic was no longer a reality; their continuation in 
the mass media was no longer considered important. 
The second type of critic mentioned by Ransom was the scholar. It 
was Flaubert who wrote ''What droll creatures these college professors e.re 
whenever they talk about art", and his views are reinforced in a strong 
attack by Ca.nby (12). The present relationship between the scholarly 
critics and reviewers ha.s already been mentioned in the Introduction. 
The growing divorce between the two is described by Jones (30) who also 
relates the work of the cloistered critic to the public: 
"Ace.demic criticism in this country, to 
be sure, enjoys a minor but agreeable 
audience in the univers i ties and in 
the reviews- the'Kenyoh Review' is 
an example - which survive among 
the intellectuals, but to whose opimons 
the publishers pay no attention. They 
take in each other's washing and 
listen to each other's disputation 
with admirable gravity and seem to 
themselves to be of first importance 
in moulding literary opinion in the 
United States. Meanwhile, the literary 
public sweeps on its own great, hearty 
orbit, relishing now this book and now 
that and paying no attention at all to 
these exce 11 e.nt lectures, the sa 1 uci d 
theories, these intellectualist 
magazines. Academic critics comfort 
themselves by remarking the vulgarity of 
public taste and by thi~ing they at 
least mould a minority of readers, but 
they have yet to demonstrate that this 
minority is of real importance in the 
literary life of the nation". 
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The serious American critics pay no attention to the needs of the 
reviewers, concludes Jones, yet, Hif criticism is to be brought to bear 
upon living literature in this country, the inference is clear that only 
by raising the level and the authority of book reviewing can criticism 
be practically effective". 
Other writers he:va also expressed a desire for more academic critics. 
Lang writes (38: P• 149) "It is incredible how little most of our critics 
ree.d (after all they are, or are supposed to be, men of letters), and how 
poor the stuff is they do read. A book or art critic would not last long 
with such a literary equipment. 11 The importance of reading is mentioned 
also by Leavis (40: P• 31) who claims: "The ideal critic is the ideal 
reader", and cites Samuel Johnson and Ben Jonson as examples. Elsewhere 
Lang emphasizes that the critic should be a thinker. Brownell (10: p. 255) 
also supports this:"Criticism is not the product of reading but of thought. 
To produce vital but useful criticism, it is necessary to think, think, 
and think, and then when tired of thinking, to think more." 
R. P. Blackmur (8: P• 400) adds several points with regard to 
scholarship in criticism. 
"Scholarship, being bent on the 
collection, arrangement, and scruti~ 
of facts, has ·the positive advantage 
over other forma of criticism that it 
is a cooperative labour, and may be 
completed and corrected by subsequent 
scholars; and it has the negative 
advantage tha.t it is not bound to 
investigate the mysteries of meaning 
or to connect literature with other 
departments of life - it has only to 
furnish the factual materials for such 
investige.tions and connexions. It is 
not surpr1s1ng to find that the great 
scholars are sometimes good critics, 
though usually in restricted fields; 
and it is a fact, on the other hand, 
that the great critics are themselves 
either good scholars or know how to 
take great advantage of scholarship; •• 
A last fact about scholarship is this, 
that so far as its conclusions are 
sound they are subject to use and 
digestion not debate by those 
outside the fold." 
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It is the scholar's sense of fact that allows T. s. Eliot to conclude 
that the ideal critic should be an intellectual. 
Despite all this commentary on the advantages and disadvantages of 
scholars as critics, only two of the critics who answered the questionnaire, 
Backlund, Wiggin, indicated that a scholar should be chosen as a regular 
critic in the mass media.15 Over half the critics, however, considered 
the.t a formal education was very advantageous to the future critic,l 6 
and in addition, ten considered that it gave the critic a necessary back-
ground of general knowledge. Seven, however, thought it only moderately 
advantageous and two critics, Hart and Kolodin, thought that a formal 
education did not matter. Brown qualified his selection by stating that 
a formal education was a great advantage, providing that it did not make 
the critic pedantic. 
In spite of the remarks of Jones rels.ting to the attitude of 
intellectuals toward reviewers and editors of the popular ,journalistic 
media, Canby {13: Pp. 132-133) brings out a curious paradox. He writes: 
15 See Table 13. 
16 See Table 12. 
''lvluch has be en heard of the radical, 
critical, intellectual iconoclast, 
and more has been heard from him in 
scathing ridicule of the popular, 
conventional, time-serving editor. 
In New York they are usually not 
two people but one 1 Right hand is 
criticizing left, right brain lobe 
is damning left brain lobe of a 
double personality. 
"The explanation is simple. 
Popular magazines which serve millions 
and metropolitan newspapers printed 
by hundreds of thousands have become 
industria s of magnitude employing 
thousands of specialists in type-
writer and pen ••• the men and women 
drawn into the editorial machine 
of New York are sure to be 'intell-
ectuals 1 , have probably fed upon 
the strong meat of provocative books, 
and - far more than their fellow 
Americans - are likely to be scornful 
of the merely popular, the certainly 
pleasant, and the agreeably superficial ••• 
They staff the periodicals of vast 
circulation; they solicit and edit 
material; they execute, if they do 
not always originate, policies 
calculated to win popular success. 
The more 'lowbrow' the periodical 
the more 'highbrow' its editor is 
true enough to be a useful aphorism 
in New York". 
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If, as Nathan suggests, "a selection of the best minds of a literary 
cast ••• for years ••• has gone pell-mell from college into advertising, as 
a profession that offered opportunity to those competent in words, and 
a surer income than literature", it would appear that most of the 
present-day critics in the mass media are those brash young undergraduates 
described so scornfully by Menoken (51: P• 188). The last two questions 
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which deal with the selection of the critic tried to discover what trPe of 
critic should be selected as a critic in the mass media. and what type ot 
critic actually was selected.l7 
From the results it appears that both the scholars and the artists are 
no longer required or actually chosen as critics in the mass media. Instead. 
there is a strong indication that the 'personality• with an interest in the 
subject is most desirable. Apart from four critics who considered that 
critics were chosen from all types. no single critic specified that a scholar 
is today selected as a mass media critic. Tog~ther with this desire for 
more personalities in the field ot criticism. sever8.1 critics illustrated 
that m~y present-day critics were persons already employed by the medium 
through which they now criticized. and whom the authorities had thought 
were convenient to appoint. In the case of book reviewing. Drewry writes 
(20t p.22) "Most book editors have a list ot regular reviewers upon whom 
they rely tor the bulk ot their reviews. These consist of staff members. 
local persons known tor their ability as writers. and specialists in various 
fields". 
The 'Times Literary Supplement' {46) comments on the types of book 
critics and reviewers now operating in the mass media in America. Critiques 
in such magazines as 'The Yale Review' give evidence ot the reviewer's 
erudition, and are "written oftener than not by persons already eminent in 
the field covered by the works with which they deal". In criticizing. this 
type of critic is aware "that he will be held accountable by his professional 
fellows for the fairness and penetration of his comments". A second article 
in the same journal describes middlebrow book reviewers: · 
17 See ~ab1es 13 and 14 
~ost book reviewers and book 
editors are newspapermen (many 
of them older men retired from 
the news sections. editorial 
pages and even the Sports columns 
to the less arduous duties of 
the book page)J others are 
librarians or university professors. 
Unknown in the United States is 
the professional writer who does 
regular book reviewing". 
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One type of critic, selected by several correspondents. is the writer. 
There can be no doubt that the quality of the writing and the style has to 
be consistent with the kind of newspaper f .or which the critic writea, 
and this often requires great flexibility on the part of the writer. The 
shaping of critical material in accordance with the requirements of the 
newspaper or journal has been stressed by De La Roche (16). Indeed failure 
to comply with the policy of the paper may cause the dismissal of the 
critic. At all events. as MUrray points out (53), the lucrative Talue of 
reviewing is negligible to most writers who do it merely as a labour of 
love. Perhaps the best comment, however. for potential critics. which 
is e~ally applicable to all fields of art is that of Virgil Thomson, who 
advises (76t P• 113) "Study music and learn to write". 
In 'Interview with Myself', Nordell adds this ooJIJIIl8nt which might 
summarize the training and selection of most critics operating in the mass 
media todays 
~ : ~I am supposed to ask you what preparation 
you have for film criticism 'I asked. 
1 Well, you might say that I had been unknowingly 
preparing myself through years of going 
to the movies. That has helped me in 
trying to keep aware of departures from 
routine picture-making. I had a liberal 
arts university course with emphasis on 
literature and drama.. Such basic studies 
aid in appreciating drama., no matter 
what the medium in which it appears. 
Then I had a couple of years training as 
a reporter, which I'd recommend for any 
writing position. Of course, all of 
one's . experiances in lite are preparation 
tor considering the fictional representation 
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of life, whether in tilu, books or elsewhere ''• 11 
The advent of the 'personality• in modern criticism does not alter the 
tact that there are certain characteristics which the practicing critic 
should possess. 
Both Lewisohn (42) and Newman have indicated that the good critic is 
born not made. Newman writes (56t P• 3l)t 
"The higher art of criticism can no more 
be •taught' than the higher art of 
music at' p ainting or sculpture or 
architecture can. A man is either 
a good critic or a good composer by 
the grace of God or he is not one 
at all, and never will be. Vision, 
imagination, sympathy, understanding, 
discrimination, these thing cannot be 
'taught' •••" 
Newman's enumeration of such characteristics in the critic as 'imagination' 
and •discrimination' ;p romp"tBil a query aslcing the critics who received the 
questionnaire to consider a list of qualities which they would expect to 
find in the ideal critic. Each critic selected three characteristics whiCh 
they believed to be most desirable. Such qualities as 'experience' and 
'the ability to write' were not listed, since these can be acquired and 
are hardly iDherent. 
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The results18 illustrated that 'intelligence'• a 'sense of 
responsibility' 'and the' ability to be objective in judg.ment'were considered 
to be the ideal characteristics for the critic. The majority of critics 
selected these three. The desirability or 'objective judgments• in 
criticism introduces an important feature of this investigation, since 
the controversy over the personal element in criticism has aroused 
continual comment from modern critics. Such writers as Eliot, Dewey and 
Joseph Wood Krutoh have followed Saiute-Beuve•s example in advocating 
disinterested awareness in the critic, or as. Elic:t phrases it, •tree 
intelligenoe:l' The critic, writes Eliot (2lt P• 14) "should endeavour to 
discipline his personal prejudices and cranks ••• " He should rely not on 
personal but communal authority, the stay ot tradition. Criticism should 
not indulge in a display ot egotism on the part ot its practit~oners. Both 
Krutoh and Dewey recognize that the personal element must always be 
present, indeed, as Brownell suggests (11) it is a vital part or the 
critic's judgment. Dewey notes, however (18), that "the critic's 
instinctive preferences and prejudices can be controlled by trained 
sensitivity and discriminating insight". 
Nathan and Menoken (50,51) strongly disagree with the concept of 
objective judgment. Both stress the creative temperament of the critic and 
blame such critics as I.A. Richards for trying to make criticism a 
science. "Criticism•. writes Nathan (55a P• 143), "is personal, or it is 
nothing." Menoken regards the prime function ot the critic to be the 
18 See Table 11. 
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infusion of his own exuberant vitality into the critical act. The 
critic, he considers, should infect the reader with his own 
enthusiasms and prejudices. 
Menoken is not alone in this. In answering the questionnaire, 
Sargeant added prejudice and tough mindedness to the characteristics 
of the ideal critic. Sessions also rejects 'objectivity' as an ideal 
characteristic. He writes {66t Pp. 42-44) "the critic must be 
anything but 1objective'•••strained efforts toward objectivity seem so 
often, through emphasis on so-called objective criteria, to produce a 
kind of sectarianism and a lack of receptivity". In the questionnaire 
only two critics, Kerr and Rascoe, considered that the ideal critic 
should have the •capacity for becoming emotionally involved' in the work 
he is eritioiz:ing. 
other important characteristics recommended for the ideal critic 
included 'sensitivity', an •organized sense of values', and a 'wide 
range of interest'. 
Devree elaborated on the importance of 'sensitivity' in the critic: 
"The critic is in somewhat analogous position 
to the soloist in music interpreting work of 
a composer whether that composer eventually 
be termed good, bad or indifferent. Hence 
sensitivity, personal approach, tolerance and 
some acquaintance with the broader aspects 
ot anthropology, ethnology, psychology 
normal and abnormal, are., it seems to me, 
ot great value in the pursuit ot criticism". 
Only four critics suggested that it was important that the ideal critic 
should possess 'a desire to communicate his ideas', and only two thought 
it necessary tor the ideal critic to have a 'retentive memory•. One 
television critic, Maurice Wiggin advocated 'humility towards creative 
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talent', though this was scorned by Sargeant. Six critics, including Lewis 
Gannett, suggested that the ideal critic should possess all the character-
istics listed, whilst Kerr added one characteristic which he considered to 
be the most important, taste. Durgin recommended the power ot •analysis•, 
and Seldes advocated 'independence•. Starrett listed 'humor, Charity and 
generosity', and, in spite ot the implication that these characteristics 
should be inhel"ent, Kolodin and Kleiner noted the •ability to write •, and 
Brown and Ludlow stressed •experience' as ideal Characteristics. 
There can be no doubt that the critics in the mass media today are 
experienced writers; they can assume a style ot writing which will both 
interest and please the public. The artist~, philosophers, and professors 
listed by Ransom as critics may or may not have this facility. In 
concluding, the advantage ot employing a critic who also practices the art 
he criticizes is that he is able to understand the technicalities ot the 
art more keenly than the layman. The advantage ot employing a university 
teacher is that he deals primarily in facts. and as Eli~notes, one good 
tact in critici~ is worth pages ot speculation. 
The mass media, however. appear to have neglected these men. Instead 
they employ a fresh, lively personality. probably with a liberal arts 
university background, an abundance ot ideas. and a real desire to 
communicate. What academic knowledge they have acquired is used tentatively 
and all .signs . ot erudition are carefully a"YQided. Most reviewers are too 
busy to practice the art they criticize, and even it they do. this tact is 
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usually considered secondary to their criticism. 
Present-day critics are selected trom all fields of activity, but 
. I I . . 
the personality is usually most desirable. Writers already employed by the 
medium are often promoted to the book or film column as a matter of 
convenience; thus Maurice Wiggin, . television critic for the London 'Sunday 
Times', was formerly a book reviewer, but was appointed to the television 
column simply because he could write and had an interest in the new art 
form. Nevertheless, certain inherent characteristics are essential in the 
good critic; as our correspondents noteds intelligence, ability to be 
objective in judgment, and a sense of responsibility. 
Selection of critics for the mass media of the future may differ 
from the present custom, but the end result will probably be the same. 
A Sh~, a Sainte-Beuve or a Wilson will appear only rarely, and for the 
most part, critics will be enthusiastic writers with a flair for their 





The findings of this survey can hardly be conclusive, since a subject 
of this type does not lend itself to empirical treatment. Criticism is a 
highly complex art, and critics are, for the most part, difficult people 
to assess. It is certain, however, that the growth of the mass media has 
both stimulated and debased criticism in this country. From the standpoint 
of the older critic, there is always the competition from smart young 
writers who are willing to employ a new startling approach. 
These undergraduates, writes Swinnerton (74) can certainly slate, 
because their inexperience knows no control. They have energy, a vocabulary, 
impatience, and a recently learned infallible test for reading. Curiously 
enough, such writers will probably gain wide support from their audience. 
Olga Samaroff (64: P• 87) describes the letters she received from laymen 
readers of her column: 
"From them I learned the melancholy fact that a 
great many people prefer and enjoy adverse criticism. 
In fact, to them the word criticism has just one 
meaning: censure ••• The severe critic is therefore 
giving the public what most of it wants." 
Nevertheless, from the discussion in Chapter II, it appears that the 
really influential critics are those who have established their authority 
in the eyes of the public and the artist. None of them, with the possible 
exception of theatre critics, retain the power they had twenty years ago, 
when an adverse book review could severly damage the .sales of a book. In 
theatre, there is a split decision over the power of the critics to make or 
break productions; in music, what power still remains to critics can be 
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used effectively only against perf ormers, not composers; in modern art, 
those who will buy are usually suff icient as experts to dispense with the 
critic's opinions. In the new fields of ballet, films and television, the 
critic, with a few exceptions, has not acquired the necessary skill or 
knowledge to appear as an expert to the public, although he does fulfil 
the mora active role of guide through the immense quantity of material 
now being released through the mass media. Nordell, confided that the 
short descriptive film lists published occasionally by the 'Christian 
Science Monitor' were vary popular, and ware folloW3d conscientiously by 
many rea de rs • 
The third chapter recognize d that, as Boas remarks (9: p.41): 
"Public taste, like public intelligence, is stratified. 
One can find laye rs from the most primitive to the 
most advanced in any community. It is impossible 
to put one's finger on that stratum which is 
thickest, but the probability is that it contains 
what was advanced a generation or so ago. All one 
can say is that it is not given to innovation". 
Whether or not the mass media have raised or lowered public taste is 
difficult to determine. Certainly the American masses, through the public 
library system, radio symphony concerts, television adaptations of 
Shakespe are and Moliere, and a rapidly expanding programme for art galleries 
and museums, have become conscious of the cultural activity around them. 
In a recent television programma, Lynes (47) stated ~hat in 1954, over 
fifty five million persons visited the two thousand museums of America, 
and that during · the year mora symphony concert tickets were sold to the 
public than tickets to baseball games. 
21 With regard t o riim criticis, the ~elltt t hat the film critic cannot 
indure big films, but may influence the discriminating clientele of 
'e.rt' films i s discussed in 'Variety', November 10, 1964. 
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The interest is there, but whether it extends beyond a small group of 
enthusiasts is not apparent. Howe~r, the increasing numbers of college 
graduates, the high proportion of people involved in adUlt education courses 
indicates that the future is far front gloomy. Reisman writes (63: p.341): 
~e have today a situation in which it is economically 
possible for the first time in history to distribute 
first-class novels and new fiction, pa.intings, music, 
and movies to audiences that can fit them into 
leisure patterns of great individuality". 
The importance of criticism in such a situation cannot be underated, 
although Eliot has pointed out the danger, with too much criticism, that 
a vicious taste may develop for ree.ding the criticism of a book rather 
the.n the book itself. Carlyle's famous definition still applies: "Critieism 
ste.nds like an interpreter between the inspired and the uninspired". Both 
Canby (13) and Sessions (66) ha~ emphasized that the artists above all 
need criticism if they are not to be swept away on a wave of false adulation. 
In this respect, says Sessions, the critic becomes the artist's collaborator, 
and criticism, in the words of Arthur Symons, becomes Pa hazel-switch for 
the discovery of buried treasure ••• n In the same vein, Canby describes how 
the American short story has degenerated because it has not felt criticism. 
The American public, to a large eJCtent, are uncritical readers, and it is 
only through the vigorous efforts of a few intelli gent critics tha.t the 
artist can receive the disinterested assessment that he needs. 
As the amount of material release d through the mass media rises each 
year, Peyre's comment on the need f or more critics seems justified. The 
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type of critic now operating in the mass media and his selection are 
discussed at some length in Chapter IV. It is clear that the older 
practice of employing scholars and artists has almost disappeared. Instead 
there ·:i s a new personality working in the field of critical journalism. II 
I The process of selection might be haphazard and many untrained and irrespon-
I 
sible amateurs may be actively influencing public taste with misleading 
'I judgments. Many writers advocated a closer union between scholarship and I 
reviewing. Spi:agarn (69: Pp. 304-306) believes 1:hat criticism in the 11 
1
1 
United States needs three things: education in aesthetic thinkingJ the 
discipline of scholarship; and a deeper sensibility 1 "more complete II I 
submission to the imaginati~ will of the artist, before attempting to rise 1 
1
1 above it into the realm of judgment". 
I 
As Schopenhauer remarked, the good critic is rare. Kany of the 
!J reviewers who were contacted made a distinction between the critic and 
1 reviewer. Josephine Lawrence, wrote: "The sad truth is that I am not a 
I' 
I 
oritio ••• As a newspaper woman I have reviewed books for many years, but 
I have never considered a book reviewer a critic. Certainly my work does 
not qualify me to evaluate the literary or artistic skills". In the last 
question of the questionnaire the critics were asked to state what they 








Matr;y ot the answers to this question tell into definite categories. II 
I 
The more realistic, like Ivor Brown, stated that all they hoped to gain was , 




lite". Others, such as Margaret Lloyd, hoped "to share the pleasures of 
the art experience". Jay S. Harrison, spoke tor many other critics when he 
' wrote "Simply stated he acts to direct mass taste to its highest possible 
level". Sargeant added that the critic "hopes to preserve certain standards !~ 




film critic, Hart, stated bluntly thatthe critic's task was "to separate 
the wheat from the chatt". 
The responsibility of the critic towards his audience was stressed by 
Bark:ha:m who wrotet 
"In my case, all my efforts are directed to 
creating and maintaining in my readers a 
desire to read good books. As I see it, 
serious reading in this technological 
country has entered a period of decline 
before the onslaught of television and 
other time-consumers, and unless critics 
can help arrest this tendency, books will 
henceforth play less and less of a part in 
American life. Which would be an intellectual 
tragedy of the first magnitude. As I see it, 
I am now doing what I can to save the .American 
from turning from homo sapiens into homo faber". 
The position of the new critics in the mass media is summarized by 
Wig gina 
"Presumably most critics sometimes hope to 
raise, or at least to maintain, shore up, 
standards of value. Many wish to discourage 
pretentiousness, a valuable but negative hope, 
and activity. Most it not all want to encourage 
artists. Some wish to persuade the philistine of 
his mortal guilt. But it cannot quite be tor-
gotten that many critics have drifted into 
criticism in the mass media, and their first 
hope is to make a living, or a bit more money. 




to minister to their own natural vanity. 
quite a proportion. I am sure, hope to assuage . 
the pain of having failed as artists. It 
cannot be forgotten, sad though it· be, tl].at 
some instructed - I mean briefed - critics 
of mass zmdia hope only to draw : attention 
to themselves and their rag, to make a 
noise, startle, affront, make talk". 20 
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Elsewhere, se~ral critics, including Stuart Preston, emphasized the 
value of the critic as a communicator or teacher. Prestonwrites: "He 
hopes, of course, to communicate with an audience however large or small, 
and convince them that a work of art is important and that to be understood 
it must be studied with more attention than the a~rage person is likely to 
give it". O'Neill defines this critical communication through the mass 
media as "a stimulant which helps to maintain a lively public interest in 
the creative writer's art". 
w. H. Auden (4: ~ 133·135) has described the role of the critic as a 
communicator: 
"The critic must attempt to spread a knowledge of 
past cultures so that his audience may be as 
aware of them as the artist himself ••• We have 
heard much in the last twenty years of the 
separation of the modern artist from the crowd, 
of how modern art is unintelligible to the 
a~rage man ••• In my opinion ••• the lack of 
communication between artist and audience 
proves the lack of communication between all 
men ••• " 
It is possible that the critic may be the remedy for the many disadvante.ges 
which result from such a division between artist and audience. MacCarthy 
(48: p. VII) has described the critic as a middleman: 
20 Many actors and producers believe that the ~adio-Television critics 
particularly have been guilty of this conceit. However, as Beaufort 
notes, the Radio-Television critic carries very little weight, except 
perhaps in the case of serious programmes : "Omnibus" or "Adventure". 
"he is only one kind of reader among thousands ••• 
who has been gi van a pass-key into many rooms in 
the House of Art on condition that he does not 
dwell in any one of them ••• His use is that, 
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thanks to an imagination above average strength, ••• , 
he is better .able than the ordinary reader to 
interpret creative experience ••• " 
In other words, it is the critic who intercedes bstween artist and 
audience; his task is to make the artist's work intelligible to the 
public. 
From the results of the questionnaire, it became obvious that, as an 
aid to public opinion research, it had distinct disadvantages. The original 
choice of closed question was made to facilitate a speedier return of 
questionnaires, and was considered to be advantageous in dealing with 
writers whose time was extremely limited. Perhaps the reasonably high 
return indicates that such a choice was warranted. However, it was a 
mistake to direct rather than invite comment from men whose profession 
consists of lengthy elucidation of ideas and opinions. Consequently 
many critics were unable to consider the questionnaire seriously, and 
several, including Pa~ Pickrel of the 'Yale Review' and Edmund Wilson 
objected to the form and style of the questions. 
There are disadvantages too in examining a problem of this nature from 
one aspect only, that of the critic. Nathan writes (56: p.l4) 
"It is next to impossible for any critic 
thoroughly to analyze himself fairly and 
squarely, that is, for any critic of the 
first grade. The first-rate critic may 
know himself in a vague way, and may be 
able to record the.t vagueness in tenns of 
deceptive literality and plausibility, 
but most of the qualities that go to make him 
the first rate critic that he is inevitably 
elude his plumbing, for all its sincerity". 
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Here is the case against this report. In one sense it is incomplete, 
and will remain so until a second investigation, conducted by public 
opinion experimenters with a large section of the population-, can discover 
how the attitude of the public to the critic corresponds to that expressed 
by the many critics who have contributed to this thesis. In the eyes of 
the critic, his role acquires a special significance which may be ignored 
or challenged by the public, despite the fact that it is the public Who 
will be ultimately served by the critic in the mass media. It is possible 
the public is as unconcerned with critics as the remarks of Newman, Nathan 
and Leavis in Chapter II indicate. It is only, however, through public 
awareness, tha.t the critic can function effectively, endeavouring, with his 
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How influential is the present day critic in forming public opinion in his special area? 
(Check one) 
Books Theatre Films Art Music Radio/TV Ballet 
Highly influential 2 2 1 1 1 2 
Moderately influential 15 2 2 3 B 5 2 
Has very little influence 
Has no noticeable influence 
11 Also 1 Book critic and 1 Film critic say that it depends upon the prestige of the critic and the 
I 
1













Question: Is the influence of the critic sufficiently powerful to make or break a play, book, or 
similar work of art? (Check one) 
Results: 
Yes 
It depends upon the critic 
Only in the th~a.tre 
Only if other critics agree with him 
No 






















Question: By virtue of his connnents, can the critic enhance or weaken the prestige of an artist, 
Results: 
Yes 
writer, director? (Check one) 
Books 
14 





















Question: Does the practicing critic act as a 'conscience' for the publishers and producers of 
artistic material, determining the quality of work distributed through the Mass ._Media? ? 
(Check one) 
Results: 
Books Theatre Films Art Music Radio/TV Ballet 
Yes 1 
To a certain extent 10 2 2 2 2 3 1 
Only in co-operation with the audience 3 1 1 1 4 . 1 
No, the audience is more important 3 1 1 1 1 




Question: Can the critic establish standards of taste in his special field? (Check one) 
Results: 
Books Theatre Films Art Music Radio/TV Ballet 
Yes 2 2 1 1 3 
Only partially 5 1 1 1 2 3 1 
It depends upon his prestige 9 3 1 2 1 1 1 
No, they are set by the audience 1 
No 1 
TABLE 6 80 
Question: Do you think the critic has any real contact with the audience whom he hopesto reach? (Check one) 
Results: 
Yes 


















TABLE 7 81 


















2 7 2 
1 
Also 1 Book critic mentioned lectures and 1 Music critic claimed that all were equally influential. 
TAR.E 8 
Question: What, in general, has been the effect of the Mass Media on the influence of the critic? 





Increased his influence 5 1 
Films Art Music Radio/TV Ballet 
2 1 
Enhanced his prestige 
Aroused greater awareness of the critic 2 2 1 1 4 1 
Limited the type of critical material 1 2 
Encouraged the 'personality' 3 1 2 1 
Encouraged too many untrained amateurs 4 1 1 1 
I 




Also 1 Book critic thought that the Mass Media had all these effects and 1 Radio-Television critic 










Question: Do you believe the critic should practice the art he criticizes? (Check one) 
Results: 









If he has the talent 6 
It i s not necessary 11 
It may restrict him 
It will be of little help 
lL -1f--· ---- ~...::.......=-=--~ 
2 
1 
3 4 1 1 6 1 















Question: If the critic does practice the art he is criticizing, how does t h!i:s contribute to his 
prestige from the point of view of the audience? (Check one) 
Results: 
Books Theatre Films Art Music Radio/TV Ballet 
Considered an expert 5 1 2 1 2 
Considered too prejudiced 1 1 2 
Considered too 'nigh-brow' 1 
Considered secondary to his criticism 5 1 1 2 2 
Not considered at all 6 2 1 3 1 1 
Also 1 Book critic thought it would depend upon the quality of his art and 1 Theatre critic said 




























Question: What characteristics should one expect to find in the ideal critic? (Check three) 
Results: 
Intelligence 31 Retentive memory 2 
Sensiti~ity 14 Ability to be objective 17 
Capacity for becoming emotionally involved 2 
Humility towards creative talent 1 
Sense of responsibility 18 
Organized sense of values 10 
Desire to communicate his ideas 4 
Wide range of interests 9 
Also 6 critics listed ell these characteristics; 2 critics listed nexperience"; 2 critics listed 
"ability to write"; 1 critic listed "taste"; 1 critic "~ndependence"; 1 critic "humour., generosity., 




























Question: How important is a liberal arts education in the career of the critic? (Check one) 
Results: 
Books Theatre Films Art Music Radio/TV Ballet 
Very advantageous 11 2 3 3 1 4 
Provides necessary background 2 1 1 1 3 2 
Moderately advantageous 5 1 1 
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TABLE 13 





One who has worked in the medium 
A professional writer 















Also 1 Book critic advocated that all types should be chosen for the Mass Media; 1 Book critic 
mentioned "a critic"; 2 Radio-Television critics said a man with the qualities enumerated in 
Question 12. 1 Book critic, 1 Film critic, 1 Music critic and 1 Radio-Televison critic avoided 






















TABLE 14 ,; 
I Question: What sort of person is usually selected to become a regular critic in the Mass Media? (Check 11 
one) 
Results: 
Books Theatre Films Art Music Radio/TV Ballet 
A scholar 
1 
A creative artist 1 
A "personality" 7 3 1 3 2 1 
One already employed by the medium 9 1 1 1 3 
A p rofe s si onal writer 1 
Also 1 Theatre critic. 1 Film critic. 1 Music critic and 1 Radio-Televison critic stated that critics 
from all five types ware now working in tha Mass Media. 1 Book critic. 1 Film critic. 1 Music 
critic, and 1 Radio-Television critic avoided the question. 
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APPENDIX A 
EJUMPLES OF CRITIC.AL MATERIAL 
I 
In this .analysis of critical material~ the object of eoncer.nwill be 
the book review~ since most newspapers have now established their own 
traditional style in this field. 
Book reviews are either judicial or impressionistic. In the judicial 
review the book is described and evaluated in the light of accepted 
literary and historical standards. This review~ of which a sample appears 
on Page III of this Appendix~ is really criticism~ the scholarly appraieal 
of an academician working in the field to which the subject~ period~ or 
author of the book is related. 
The impressionistic review is also known as the descriptive 
review and may be defined as the.t prose form in which the writer gi vas 
essential information relating to the book. His review consists of 
description and exposition together with pertinent quotations which 
reflect the style and purpose of the author. In this type of review~ which 
is really a job of reporting~ the book receives a common-sense estimate 
as to whether the aims of the author have been realized. 
Judicial reviews appear usually in the scholarly, technical~ and 
professional periodicals, which make their particular appeal to a 
specialized audience. The media of impressionistic reviews are newspapers, 
the popula.r magazines, radio and television~ media that make a mass appeal. 
Select examples appear in other pages of this Appendix. Each newspaper has 
its own style of book review. The trsatm3nt tends to be more informal in 
II 
the popular provincial press, though in certain cases, such as the 
'Providence Journal'. a consistently high standard of critiques is 
produced. 
III 
The Serious Literary Review 
The Serious Artist and the Verbal Icon: a review by Ralph Freedman, 
Lecturer in Criticism at the State University ot Iowa, from the 
~estern Review, Spring 1955. 
The Literary Essays of Ezra Pound. Edited by T.S. Eliot. New Direo-
tiona. 1954. $6.00. The ·Verbal Icon: Studies in the Meaning ot 
Poetry. By William K. Wimsatt. University ot Kentucky Preu. 1954. 
$4.00. 
" Within the past year two publications have contributed ai~l'li.ti­
cantly to the already voluminous record that modern criticism 
is writing tor itseltz The Literary Essays ot Ezra Pound, 
selected and edited by T. s. Eliot, and The Verbal Icon by 
William K. Wimsatt. Both represent the core of their authors' 
achievement~ the essence culled from a body ot writing which 
has tor years been influential in contemporary criticiam. 
And both, through their striking contrasts of tone and content, 
are also testimo~ of the variety of intellectual sources, 
of temperament, and of sensibility from which modern criticism 
has sprung. 
The difference between these two books dispels the 
frequent misapprehension that modern criticism is a solid, 
impermeable whole. For between them they pose the question 
whether criticism is most successful, and most rigorous, 
from within the aesthetic or creative experience or from externLl 
reflection. Together they represent a reply to a common con-
temporary problem which much of today's criticism formulates 
just as German Romanticism a century and a half ago formulated 
the unity of self and thing in the imaginative vision of 
beauty as its anmwer to an age as deeply uncertain, as deeply 
diversified as our own. But if' the poet and the man looking 
upon poetry as his clinical pursuit share equally in a sense 
of their time and develop similar doctrines ot reading and 
thinking about poetry, the poet's sense of his art still 
remains different. To him questions about the nature of the 
creative act and the object he creates-questions also asked by 
aestheticians, psychologists, and epistemologists- are not 
issues for debate but issues of survival. Indeed, he cannot 
debate them; he cannot even polemicize. They are part ot the 
tissue from which his life's purpose is drawn.u 
IV 
Although · there are many literary reviews in the United States, there 
are notably few se r ious literary reviews. The serious review, such as the 
'Yale Review', Sewanee Review', Kenyon Review", 'Hudson Review' and the 
'We stern Be view', of which a segment is reproduced above, is almost 
invariably a quarterly, and in most case s, the title of the quarterly 
proclaims attachment to a given re gion, academic institution or society, 
such as 'The American Scholar', official organ of the Phi Beta Kappa 
Society. In these reviews ls.r ge space is given to poetry and the 
formal book review. 
Reviews tend to be moderate in terms to give evidence of the reviewer's 
erudition. The review is written by one whose study is related to the 
subject of the book. In this example, the review is concerned with books 
of criticism, and the reviewer, in this case ~ Ralph Freedman, is a 
lecturer in criticism at the State University of Iowa. The position of 
the r e viewer, the fact that he will be held accountable by his professional 
colleague s, usus.lly encourages a fair and penetrating j udgment, though, 
with the p ossible exception of the provocative 'Hudson Review', the 
style of writing tends to be cautious and exact. As in the example above, 
the reviewe r assumes a certain background knowledge of such terms as 
"German Romanticism", and consequently relates his judgment to a wide 
literary and cultural area. Paul Pickrel, edi tor of the 'Yale Review' 
denies that such magazines can be classed as mass media, and by numerical 
definition, the few thousand copies of the 'Yale Review' sold each quarter 
hardly compare with the five and a half million weekly circulation of 
v 
Life' magazine or the one and a half million of 'Time'. Our definitions 
of mass media, however. stress the mechanical, impersonal element and in 
this instance, the serious literary review must be included. Needless to 
s~y, it is the review contained in such magazines as this which r.eal~ 
a pproaches the criticism contained in a specialized book. 
II 
VI 
Middle-Braw Book Reviewing 
Euripides in Translationt a review by Moses Hadas (Professor of Greek and 
Latin at Columbia University), from the New York "Times Book Review•, 
July 17, 1955. 
Euripides. Alcestis. Translated by RiChmond Lattimore. The Medea. I 
Translated by Rex Warner. The Heracleidae. Translated by Ralph 11 
Gladstone. Hippolytus. Translated by David Grena. With an introduction 
by Richmond Lattimore. 221 pp. Chicagot The University of Chicago 
Press. t3.75. 
"It Euripides is to be read as a pamphleteer, as many expositors seem 
to think, a clean prose version, within the competence of any journey-
man scholar, is adequate. But though he is not as essentially lyrical ! 
as Aeschylus, Euripides is a poet, and should be read as such. A 
poetic translation requires not only full understanding of the totality 
of a work but poetic talent to reproduce it adequately and • a rare I 
accompaniment of poetic talent - a pious restraint which rejects the 11 
intrusion of individual vagaries or embellishments. 
The translations in the present volume ar,e vigorous and honest, 'i 
and they deserve a hearty welcome. 
Mr. Lattimore '• "Alcestis" is superb. Singularly dett language and 
unlabored meter result in an economy which loses (and adds) nothing and 
gives the English the natural flow of the Greek. As in other of Mr. 
Lattimore's translations, we are given not only a faithful reproduction 
of the original but an EngliSh poem Which asks no charity for being a 
translation. · l 
Mr. Warner's "Medea" is less satisfactor,y. Fidelity to lexicon 
and grammar sometimes results in prosiness which is quaint or puerile, 
made more awkward rather than illuminated by undistinguished verse. 
In Medea's passionate speeches in particular ~he dampening of the 
fire is regrettable. 1 
Mr. Gladstone's unflagging sprightliness justifies the inclusion 
of so interior a play as the "Heracleidae." Euripides' mercurial wit I 
can parody himself and others and play outrageously with his dramas and 
his audience. The somberness which is conventional for translations of 
Greek tragedy makes the "Heracleidae" stupid as well ·.as dull; Mr. 1 
Gladstone's is the only version which does justice to Euripides• impish 
side. 
Mr. Grene's "Hippolytus" approaches the quality of Mr. Lattimore's 
"Alcestis". It is dignified without being stiff, supple and varied in 1 
language without being:;ornate. Its verse rests upon cadence rather than 
formal patterns, inversions, or similar artifices. It too can stand as 
an independent poem. 
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Three of the plays in the present volume illustrate what amounts I 
to a program in Euripides, Many of man's miseries are the result of 11 
unquestioning acceptance of conventions, which have no basis in nature. 
Conventions, unlike nature, can be altered, and should be if they 
are harmful • " 
In the several hundred newspapers that carry book review columns, a 
distinction can be drawn between the edited booklet which appears in 
ma~ of the larger city papers - the New York 'Ttmes Book Review' and 
the Chicago Tribune 'Magazine of Books' -and the single page of a provincial 
newspaper. The book magazines, edited by such distinguished reviewers as 
Orville Prescott and Lewis Gannett ( see Appendix C) contain reviews submitted 
by members of the newspaper staff and regular outside contributors on I 
special subjects, science, art and economics. The latter will either be 
professional economists or politicians or university teachers, such as the 
contributor of the above review. All are capable of popub.rizing their 
review of a serious subject to make it interesting reading material for the 
layman. 
The usual approach of criticism, the rela.tionship of the new book to 
other books and ideas, and the revaluation of the writer's past work, is not 1 
followed in these popular reviews. What the middle-brow reviewer offers I 
instead of criticism is a brief summary of the plot, quick delineation of the 
characters, and occasionally, a tentative opinion of the work in hand. MOst 
reviews are favourable, since the average book editor prefers to use his 
limited space to give news of good books rather than to warn readers against 
bad ones. l'lhen, 
such an event is 
I however, a distinguished writer produces a work of inferiority, 
I 
noted, in the same way an interesting news item would be 
noted, for in the popular newspaper reviews, books are news, and must be trer ted 
as such. --- ~-- ---
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Provincial Book Reviewing 
Love of Two Failuresa a review by Edward Laycock, book editor, from the 
Boston "Globe", June 19, 1955. 
The Persistent Image, by Gladys Schmittt Dial, $3.50. 
"Gladys Schmitt is one of our finest novelists. She can tell 
a story ( a rare talent these days); she can portray character; 
she can develop a historical theme without dependi:ag on a formula;1 
she can write a love . story. 
A love story is what she has written in "The Persistent Image,!" 
a love story of less than ordinary people. You might call it a 
love story of two failures, with an c~cle they have to overcome. 
I First we have John Reiber, an ex-violist of a symphony 
orchestra, who is now the owner of a record shop. Then we have 1 
Helen Cameron Beales, whose marriage has failed, who is living with 
her child and her mother in reduced financial circumstances. 
John and Helen had loved, but Helen married a glamor boy who 1 
turned into a heel. Naw she is a divorced woman. 
John, the rejected, meets Helen again after her mother comes II 
into his shop seeking a low-priced Hi-Fi record player. But the ! 
child, a girl, the persistent image of the handsome man who had 
been her husband, is the obstacle. First the child keeps them 
apart and then the child brings them together, the story ending on 
a hopeful note. 1 
There are other less than ordinary characters, and Miss Schmitt 
is most skillful in subtle characterization-in fact, the hopeful 
note, the characterization, the story line, lift this out of what 
otherwise would have been a dreary recital of the vulgar and 1 
erring activities of drab existence. 
A few picayune details are irritating-the making of one word j 
of "all right," the use of "gotten," as bad as the misuse of "like" 
on television, and one puzzlers "She came to him, walking that New 
England walk of hers, a studied stride at once controlled and tree." 
H'm is there such a thing? 
1 Someone said, "Miss Schmitt wasted her talent on a petty theme." 
But is it too petty? It is close to the experience of most of us." 
I 
I 
In the provincial review, the compilation of a book page hinges more I 
specifically on one man, the book editor, who relies even more than the 
larger newspaper on outside support. When this is lacking, and the 
responsibility of reading and reporting several books in a week falls on the 
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one man~ the aaok review often becomes a reality, unsigned and uninformative, 
I 
the work ot an obvious amateur with no time to cover the barest details of 
the background. 
Brevity is generally the keynote in provincial reviewers, and a review 
ot more than two or three paragraphs is exceptional. Novels, popular travel~ 
I 
historical biographies tend to receive more attention than classical or 
scientific material, though occasionally~ a book or series ot great 
signifl c·ance, such as the Yalta papers, or a report on the Atomic Bomb, will 
receive a full page report. Several reviews willihclude: certain illustrations 
or photographs from the text~ to drew the reader's attention to the 
review material. 
Provincial book reviewing is usually a labour ot love in the United States. 
I 
Most newspapers do not pay their outside reviewers and a taw do not even 
permit them to keep the books they have reviewed. Unlike the contributors 
to the serious literary reviews, the popular reviewer gains no academic 
preferment from his work. His reward is usually the satisfaction of 
seeing his review in print. While many such reviews are lacking in critical ! 
quality, many rank high as journalism, which is all that they attempt to be. 
.I 
X 
Popular Magazine Reviews 
Knighthood Deflowereds an ano~ous review from "Time" magazine. 
July 11, 1955. 
Officers and Gentlemen (339 pp.)• Evelyn Waugh~Littl9 • Brown (t3.7~ )· 
"For other embattled Britons, the winter of 1940 may have 
been their finest hour- but not for Commando Officers and 
Gentlemen Evelyn Waugh writes about in his second novel about~ 
World War II. With his elite brigades buried in Eastern 
llediterranean retreat. the boss coJIIIB8.ndoman in London could count 
for instant offensive action exactly six men and a pariah 
captain lett at home in a shipping snatu. Desperate for any 
justifying achievement, the general ordered out these seven, 
with his press officer, on a radar-smashing raid by sub-
marine on a Channel islet. 
No more unwilling warrior could have been found for 
Operation Popgun than Captain Trimmer, onetime ladies' 
hairdresser on the Aquitania. But the submarine .lost its 
way. and the tremb[ing Trimmer found himself leading the 
first Britons since Dunkirk back onto the French coast. 
Somehow Trimmer's sergeant blew up a rail line, while the 
press officer quoted tipsy encouragement to the captain. 
"For God's sake, come on, " squeaked Trimmer f'rom the small 
boat, as the sappers returned. "Be of good oomf'ort Master 
Trimmer, and play the man," urged the press officer. "We 
shall this day light such a candle by God's grace in England 
as I trust shall never be put out." After the press man 
1 
edited the exploit, of course, the haircutter became Encland's 
darling and the War Cabinet itself deliberated over where 
his prowess might next be suitably employed. 
Captain Trimmer is just one of the odd fish that Evelyn 
Waugh takes whenever he 1 eta down his Dets. This novel is 
chiefly about officers who ha"fe always been gentlemen, ·1 
particularly that "Christian gentleman," Guy Couchback. 
It is every bit as good as 'Men at Arms,' whose splendid 
characterizations and fine writing led many in 1952 to predict 
that its author ha.d begun the best English fictional account 
1 
of World War II. Waugh writes of the life and death of ruling-
class ooJIIIlandomen with the authority of one who took part I 
in raids on Bardia in Libya and fought in YUgoslavia. His 
eye for the ridiculous still flashes quick as a pistol. He 
can still write crushingly of spivvish parvenus and loony 
Hebridean lairds. But the formerly ferocious satirist 
continues to broaden and deepen the fascinating experiment, 
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begun in Men at Arms, of doling out uncertain portions of 
esteem and even affection to such characters as share his 
18th century Tory's devoti0n to God, King and Country. A1s 
one result, a somewhat unforgiving melancholy runs through 
this often very f'umly book. " 
Many of the popular magazines, 'Time' and 'New~eek' carry a 
regular book page. Although few books are selected-the new novels by 
unknown writers generally being ignored - relatively more space is given 
I 
to each main book review than in the newspapers. Reviews are unsigned 
j . 
and appear to be presented by members of the staff with a flair for 
colo.urful language and description. 
The ano~ous reviews can often be caustic and unfair, and quotations 
are often selected out of context to illustrate a supposed weakness in 
the writing. From the standpoint of the ca.sual reader, such reviews 
are slick and often amusing, with an abundance of clever metaphors and 
vernacular phraseology. IDVariably photographs or illustrations are 
included, and books are scaled down in the amount of space devoted to 
them according to their importance. Generally, an attempt is made to 
vary the topic of the main book with each issue. Not all the reviews 
appear as punctually after publication as they do in the provincial 
newspapers, and apart from the recognizable stylistic colouring, very 
few reviews contain anything original, following the usual popular 
patter-nor describing the plot, characters, and the career of the 
author. 
XII 
Gossip Column Reterences 
Broadway: syndicated gossip comments by Dorothy Kilgallen, professional 
journalist, from the Boston Evening "American", July 15, 1955~ 
"George Frazier is knee deep in Rudy Valle6's life story, which he's 
penning for the bookstalls and the cinema ••• 
West Coast attorney Jake Erlich •s autobiography, "Never Plead 
Guilty," should be a bestseller among show folk when it comes out next 
month. It contains chapters devoted to the Gene Krupa and Bil lie 
Holliday narcotics oases, and the Walter Wanger-Joan Bennett-~enniuga 
Lang shooting.• 
In the gossip columns of the popular daily newspapers, commentary 
devoted to the vicissitudes of Hollywood or Broadway, mention of books is 
incidental rather than persistent. Nevertheless,as Francis Ludlow points 
out in Chapter II, such gossip of a book or its author can often produce 
a rush of sales the day after it is published. · Few serious books are 
mentioned in these columns, and generally speaking, some scandal or controversy 
is attached to either the author or the subject ot the book. These columna 
can also have a stimulating effect on the sale of movie or theatre tickets, 
in fact, any creative wtirk which contains an element of social interest. 
II 
XIII 
The English Middle-Brow Review 
Firebrand to Family Man: a review by Cyril Connolly, professional reviewer, 
from the London "Sunday Times", February 20, 1955. 
Collected Poems. By Stephen Spender. (Faber. 15s.) 
"Professor Gilbert MUrray recently broadcast a most interesting 
theory. He claimed that advances in music in the West had been 
harmful to poetry, particularly since the arrival of the ~phony 
orchestra, which accustomed the ear to demand a large mass ot 
sound. The poet's ear, he claimed, was in certain respects finer 
than the musician's, and the widespread cult of concert music 
tended to cut the public ott from the most delicate appreciation 
of literature. He cited Tennyson and Swinburne as two poets with 
a marvellous ear who were comparatively unmusical. 
It is worth noting that the link between music and poetry is 
lllUoh closer today. Mr. Eliot calls his finest poem "Four Quartets." 
Professor Day Lewis is a singer, Mr. Maoneioe is married to one, 
.Mr. Spender to a pianist, :Mr. Auden collaborates with Stravinsky, 
Pound and Joyce were both deeply concerned with music. Yeats and 
Dylan ~: Thomas are the two exceptions, and yet they bear out Pro-
fessor Gilbert MUrray's theory, for they were all these the most 
spontaneously lyrical. 
This brings me to the problem of .Mr. Spender. Here is a poet 
whom one knows to be musical, trho yet writes the most harsh and 
grating verse of any of the writers mentioned. Time and again he 
seems to me to spoil a good poem by a run of discordant consonants, 
even as many of his poems se~m to lack all musical shape and trail 
away into metaphysical soliloquies. I say "seem" in both oases 
because it is possible that he is aiming at musical effects of 
which I am not aware-one must not demand from Beethoven's late 
quartets the cuckoos of the Pastoral Sympho~. Here is an example 1 
I wear your kiss like a feather 
Laid upon my cheek 
While I walk the path where the river 
Suggests suggests 
Dirt off all the streets ••• 
Rotting teet of factories. 
Here the fourth line destroys the musical effect ot the introduction 
because the bloc~ of consonants in "suggests" completely holds ap 
the movement, while the repetition gives emphasis to an unemphatic 
word, and one which in no way connotes water or its passage. 
What, then, are :Mr. Spender's virtues? Genuine originalitys 
I doubt is any modern poet is so much himself or so completely un-
influenced by others. The long series of "Lett-wing" poems, 
despite their Communist orthodoxy. are yet totally unlike any 
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other specimens or the period. Such a poem as "The Landscape 
near an Aerodrome" records a sensation which we have all felt 
but whiCh has seemed almost impossible to express in words, 
while the well-known "I think continually of those who were 
truly great" remains triumphaDt. 
In addition to his originality, he has moments or 
inspiration which usually find shape in extraordinary images 
that delight and surprise us. The poems here are arranged so 
as to present a symbolic autobiography, and this enables one 
to see what beliefs or events have most enriched-or occasionall P. 
retarded-his poetic development. Politics stiffened a personal 
ity which was at first perhaps too ingenuous and amorphous, 
while the break-up or a marriage brings the f'irstgemline 
understanding of grief, the Spanish war and the last war a more 
charitable understanding of' other people, even as the latest 
poems are on purely domestic themes, "the married miracle," 
parenthood-from firebrand to family man-and these, inoide~~ally 
are among the most original in this poet ot surprising endings. 
But large chunks of Mr. Spender's personality are absent 
from his verses his irony, his ubiquity, his grasp of world 
problems. Perhaps he should attempt satire and write more 
poems about places, for the production of these poems of rare 
domestic bliss cannot be hurried." 
In England, newspaper book reviews are presented either in the 
eveidng or on Sunday. The more serious coDments are contained in either 
the •sunday Times' or the 'Observer', although the circulation of these 
newspapers ia far less than the 'Sunday Express' with its four or five 
million. Reviewing is usually done by experts and professional writers 
on the starr of the newspaper, and an entire page, including side 
isements for new books, is devoted each week to books. Reviewers · on thea 
newspapers include such distinguised and versatile writers aa Sir Demnn~n 
MacCarthy, Sir Harold Nicholson, Raymond Mortilller, Gilbert Murray, Hugh 
'lrevor Roper, and Cyril Oonnolly, whose review appears above. 
The standard of writing is extremely high, the style is relatively 
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~ormal• and unlike ma~ American newspapers, several books may be 
included under a general title. The review tends to be o~ considerable 
length, and often transcends t he realm of popular reviewing and becomes 
stimulating criticism. Although the ~ollawiDg ~or such reviews may be 
comparatively small, the appearance o~ these serious Sunday revie~ has 





1. How influential is the present-day critic in forming public opinion in 







Has very little influence. 
Has no noticeable influence. 
2. Is the influence of the critic sufficiently powerful to make or break a ' 






It depends upon the critic. 
Only in certain fields of art, such as ••••••••••• (name one) 
No. 
3. By virtue of his comments, can the critic enhance or weaken the prestige ! 





It depends upon the artist. 
No. 
4. Does the practicing critic act as a "conscience" for the publishers and 
producers of artistic material, determining the quality of work distribu-







To a certain extent. 
Only in co-operati on with the audience. 
No, the audience is more important. 
No. 









It depends upon his prestige. 





Do you think the critic 
hopes to reach? (Check 
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To a certain extent. 
No. 
7. Through which Mass Medium does the critic influence his audience most 













B. What, in general, has been the effect of the Mass Media on the influence 









They have increased his influence. 
They have enhanced his prestige. 
They have aroused greater public awareness of the critic. 
They have limited the type of critical material he can present~ 
(Books should not be considered in this case.) 
They have encouraged the "personality" rather than the expert. ! 
They have allowed too many untrained amateurs to enter the fieid. 
Due to their nature, they have tended to minimize the critic's 
role. 
Any other effects?••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 








If he has the talent. 
It is not nece s sary. 
It may restrict him to his own viewpoint. 
No, it will be of little help in his criticism. 
,, 
10. If the critic does practice the art he is criticizing, how does this jl 
contribute to his prestige from the point of view of the audience? 
(Check one) 11 
I 
a) He is considered an expert. I 
-b) He is considered too prejudiced. 
-c) He is considered too "high-brow." 
-d) It is considered secondary to the quality of his criticism. 
e) It is not considered at all. 
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11. What characteristics should one expect to find in the ideal critic? 
















Ability to be objective in judgement. 
Capacity for becoming emotionally involved in a subject. 
Humility towards creative talent. 
Sense of responsibility. 
Organized sense of values. 
Desire to communicate his ideas. 
Versatility. 
Wide range of interests. 
.An.y others? •.•••••••••..•••••••••••.•.•••.••.•••••...•.•••.••• 







It provides a necessary background of general knowledge. 
Moderately advantageous. 
It does not matter. 
13. Vfuat sort of person should be selected as a regular critic in the Mass 






A creative artist who wishes to criticize in his own field. 
A "personality" with an interest in the subject. 
One who has worked in the medium concerned. 
14. What sort of person is usually selected to become a regular critic in the 







A creative artist. 
A "personality." 
Anyone already employed by the medium whom it is convenient 
to appoint. 
A professional writer. 
15. What, in your opinion, does the critic hope to achieve by practicing 
criticism? ( Please answer as fully as you can.) 
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APPENDIX C 
LIST OF CRITICS WHO AN SV•/ERED QUESTIONAIRE 
Delos Ave ry 
Frederick Babcock 





Will iam Buchanan 
Fanny Butcher 









Jay S. H.a.rrison 
Max Herzberg 







CBS "Invitation to Learning"Books 
Saturday Review Syndicate Books 
London Sunday Times Ballet 
New York Times Books 
London Sunday Observer Theatre 
Boston Herald Radio-Television 
Chicago Tribune Books 
New York Iviirror Books 
New York Times Art 
Providence Journal Books 
New York Times Music 
Boston Globe Theatre 
Scholastic Teacher Book s 
NBC. V'JNBT Radio-Television 
New Yorker Radio-Television 
Films In Review Films 
New York Herald Tribune Musi c 
Neward Evening News Books 
New York Herald Tribune Theatre 






Martha Mac Gregor 
John McClain 
Ral ph Morrissey 
Rod Nordell 
Frank O' Nei ll 








Lorita Baker Va llely 
Arthur Weiler 




Christian Science Monitor 
Retail Bookseller 
New York Post 
New York Journal-American 
Nashville ~ennessean 
Christian Science Monitor 
Cleveland News 
New- York Times 
New York Times 
Classic Features 
London Sunday Times 
New Yorker 
Los Ange les Times 
WNYC "The Lively Arts" 
Chicago Tri bune 
Californian Book Reviews 
New York Time s 
London Sunday Times 
* Remarks not for publication. 
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Radio-Television 



















Radio - Television 
e 
XXI 
LETTERS AND ARTICLES VJERE ALSO RECEIVED FIDM THE FOLLOWING CRITICS: 
Brooks Atkinson New York Times 
Frederick Babcock Chicago Tribune 
John Beaufort Christian Science Monitor 
Dr. G. Paul Butler New York Mirror 
Lewis Gannett New York Herald Tribune 
Emily Genauer New York Herald Tribune 
Henry Hart Films In Review 
Pro£essor Gilbert Highet WQXR "People, Places and Books" 
Josephine ~awrence Newark News 
Frederic G. Melcher Publishers' Weekly 
Roy Nordell Christian Science Monitor 
Paul Pickrel Yale Review 
Reginald Pound BBC "The Listener" 
Orville Prescott New York Times 
¥W. G. Rogers AP News£eatures 
* Remarks not £or pUblication. 
Theatre 
Books 
Theatre . 
Books . 
Books 
Art 
Films 
Books 
Books 
Books 
Films 
Books 
Books 
Art 
